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IS I 1885 ( Part 65/Sec I to 5 ) • 1988

Indian Standard

ELECTROTECHNICAL VOCABULARY
PART 15 TRANSMiSSION

o. FOREWORD

0.1 This Indian Standard ( Part 65/Sec I to 5 )
was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards
on 23 February 1988. after the draft finalized by the
Basic Standards on Electronics and Telecommuni
cation in consultation with the Radio Communi
cations Sectional Committee had been approved
by the Electronics and Telecommunication
Division Council.
0.2 A series of standards has been brought out
with a view to bringing together the terms
relating to radio communications covering differ
ent aspects, such as circuits, sound and television
broadcasting. transmitting and receiving equip
ment. radio telegraphy and mobile radio, etc.

0.2.1 This standard deals with terms relating
to information transmission as applied to radio
communications.
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0.3 The terminology on transmission has been
covered in the following five sections:

Sec 1 General aspects of transmission

Sec 2 Analogue transmission

Sec 3 Time division multiplexing

Sec 4 Digital transmission

Sec 5 Pulse code modulation

O.f This standard is based on IEC Doc : 1 ( lEV
70t- ) ( Central Office ) 1241 'International
electrotechnical vocabulary Chapter 704 of lEV:
Transmission' , issued by the International Electro
technical Commission ( IEC ).
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Indian Standard

ELECTROTECHNICAL VOCABULARY
PART 85 TRANSMISSION

Section 1 Genera. Aspects of Transmission

1. SCOPE

1.1 This standard ( Part 65/Sec 1 ) covers defini
tions of terms relating to general aspects of in
formation transmission.

2. TERMINOLOGY

2.1 Basic Term. iD TraD8mi..ioll

2.1.1 Information - Intelligence or knowledge
capable of being represented in forms suitable for
communication, storage or processing.

NOT]I - InformatioD may be represeated for
example by sigDI, Iymbols, picturel or lOundt.

2.1.2 Signal - A physical phenomenon one or
more of whose characteristics may vary to repre
sent information.

NOTB - The phy.ical pheDOml!Don may be, for
instance, an electromagnt:tic wave or an acoUitic wave,
and the characteriltic may be an electric field, a
voltage, or a lOund prellure.

2.1.3 Analogue Signal - A signal in which the
characteristic quantity representing information
may assume, at any instant, any value in a con
tinuous interval.

NOTa - For exampie, an analogue lignal may
continuously follow the ...alUei of another physical
quantity reprell!ntiDg informatiOl1.

2.1.t DismteIy- TilrUd Signal - A signal com
posed of successive elements in time, each ele
ment having one or more characteristic quantities
which can convey information, for example, its
duration, its position in time, its waveform, its
amplitude.

2.1.5 Digital Signal - A discretely-timed
signal in which information is represented by a
number of well defined discrete values that one of
its characteristic quantities may take in time.

2.1.6 Transmission - The transfer of informa
tion from one point to another point or to multi
point by means of signals .

NO'l'lI: 1 - TrammiaioD can be effected directly,
or indirectly with or without intermediate nonage.

NOTE2 - The UItI of the word 'tran.miaion· in the
.eDlfl of 'emilaion' in the radio communication iI
deprecated.

Associated term : To transmit

2.1 .7 AnalogJU TrcvumisnoPl - The transmission
of an analogue signal.
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2.1.8 Digital Transmission - The transmission
of a digital signal.

2.1.9 Unidirectional - Pertaining to a link
where the transfer of usen' information is possible
in one pre-assigned direction only.

NOTa - Thil term Ihould not be used to delcribe
the direction of call let-up.

2.1.10 Bidirectional - Pertaining to a link
where the transfer of users' information is possible
in both directions between two points.

NOTa 1 - The trlllllJDiaion cbannel capacitiel or
digit rates are DOt uecellarilythe lame iu both direc
tioDi.

NOTa 2 - Thi. term shall not be used to deeeribe
the directiou of call set-upe,

2.1.11 One-Way - Pertaining to an operational
mode in which the call set-ups always occur in
one direction.

NOTa - Thil term Ihall not be used to delCribe the
direction of tramfer of Olen' information.

2.1.12 Both-Way; Two-Way - Pertaining to
an operational mode in which the call set-ups
occur in both directions.

NOTB I - The amount of traffic flawiq il not
neceaarily the lame in both directionI.

NO'1'B 2 - Thele terma lhall not be used :to delCribe
the direction of traDlfer of UIerII' information.

2.1.13 Simplex Operation - Operating method
in which tranSlDlssion is made possible alternately
in each direction of a telecommunication channel,
Cor example, by means of manual control.

2.1.1~ Duplex Op,ration - Operating method in
which transmission is possible simultaneously in
both directions of a telecommunication channel.

2.1.15 Data - Information represented in a
manner suitable for automatic processing.

2.1.16 Data Communuahon,o Data Transmissitl,.
( deprecated in this sense ) - A form of telecom
munication intended for transfer of information
between data processing equipments.

2.1.17 Data Trarumissitln - The conveying of
data from one place to another by telecommuni
cation.

NOTB - The term 'data transmuuon' it deprecated
ill the .eme of 'data commUDieation'.

 



2.2 T.....IDis.ion Media

2.2.1 Transmission Medium - A natural medi
um or manufactured structure through or over
which a signal is conveyed.

2.2.2 Transmission Lin' - A manufactured
transmission medium wed to convey electro
magnetic energy between two points with a mini
mum of radiation.

2.2.3 Earth RIIum - An electrically conducting
path provided through the earth or the sea be
tweentwopoino.

2.2.f SJ"'I1'Ulri& Pair - A transmission line
consisting of two metallic conductors of the same
type, symmetrically arranged in relation to each
other, to earth, and to other circuits.

2.2.5 Coaxial Pair - A transmission line consist
ing of two coaxial cylindrical conducton.

2.2.6 WtIl11guUh - A transmission line consisting
of a system of material boundaries or structure for
guiding electromagnetic waves.

NO'l'JI- The IDOlIt commOD form of waveguide is
a metallic tube, other forml are a dielectric rod, for a
mixed ItrUeture of CODduetingand dielectric: materiall.

2.2.7 Optieal Fib" - A filament-shaped optical
waveguide made of dielectric materials, capable
of guiding optical power.

2.2.8 Spae, - A transmission medium in which
manufactured structures are not used for guiding
electromagnetic energy.

2.3 Physical TraII.Dais.ioD Circuits

2.3.1 Metallic Circuit - A circuit composed of
a pair of metallic conductors between two points.

2.3.2 Balan&etl Metallie Circuit; Balan&Id Trans
mission Lint (deprecated) - A circuit, between
two points, composed of a pair of metallic con
ducton and associated terminations, with the
whole ideally having equal Impedances from each
conductor to earth and to other circuits.

2.3.3 Unbaltl1lCld Metallie Cireflil; Unbalanced
T,lI1IS7Ifission Lint (deprecated) - A circuit, be
tween two points. composed of a pair of metallic
conductors and associated terminations, with the
whole having different impedances from each
conductor to earth and to other circuits.

2.3.f Earth-Retum Circuit - A circuit, between
two points, obtained by wing a single metallic
conductor, or a number of metallic conductors in
parallel, with return through the earth or the sea
between these points.

2.3.5 Supe,poud Cireflil - An additional circuit
obtained from one or more conductors provided
for other circuits, and arranged 10 that all the cir
cuits may be used simultaneously.

NO'Q - AD esample of a IUpeipOled circuit Is a
phantom circuiL
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2.3.6 Sith Ci,cuit - One of the metallic circuits
from which a superposed circuit is derived.

2.3.1 Earth Phantom Cirucit - A superposed
circuit derived from the conductors of a metallic
circuit, with these two conductors effectively
being used in parallel, and with return through
the earth or the sea between the end points.

2.3.8 Phantom Circuit - A superposed circuit
derived from the conductors of two metallic cir
euits, with the two conduct~rs of each metallic
circuit effectively being usedm parallel.

2.3.9 Doub14 Phantom Circuit - A superposed
circuit derived from the conductors of two
phantom circuits, ~th the.four co~ducton ~f
each phantom circuit effectively being used m
parallel.

2.4 Transmission Network.
2.4.1 Transmission Path - The course taken

by a signal during its transmission between two
points.

2.4.2 ( Transmission) C/uuuul - A means of
transmission of signals in one direction between
two points.

NOTlI I - Several clumnell may lhare a common
path. for example, when each c~e1 ~ alJocated a
particular frequency baad or a part1CUlar tim_lot.

NO'rlI 2 - The uRge of the term 'commUDicatioo
channel' or its abbreviatioD 'c:haDnel" to meaD 'tele
communication circuit·, for example, to eDcompau the
two direetiollS of traDlmiaioD, iI deprecated.

NOTJ: 3 - A trammiliiOD c:haooel may be qualified
by the nature of uammitted agnail, or its bandwidth,
Or its digit rate, for example, telephone channel,
telegraph channel, data channel, 10 MHz channel, 34
Mbit/I channel. •

2.4.3 ( Telecommunication ) Circuit - A Com
bination of two transmission channels permitting
transmission in both directions between two
points.

NOD I - If the telecommunication il by nature
unidirectional, for example, long distance television
transmission, the term 'circuit' is sometimes used to
dl<SigDate the single trausmiuion channel providing the
facility but this usage i. deprecated.

NOftI 2 - A telecommunication circuit may .be
qualified by the nature or characteristics of the trllJU·
mined signals, for example, telephone circuit, telegraph
circuit, data circuit, digital circuit.

NOTlI3 - Characteristics of the trallSmiAion
channell, such .. bandwidth or digit rate may be
different ill tbe two directiollS of traIISmisaion.

NO'rlI .. - ID telephODY, usage of the term 'tele
phone circuit' is generally limited to a telecommuni
cation CIrcuit directly cODDecting two lwitching centres,

2.4.f Go Channel (Return Clumnel ) - One of a
pair of channels used to provide a telecommuni
cation circuit, normally handing signals which
leave ( arrive at) a given point.

Noo-. - The qualificationa 'go' and 'retum' are
ll1ually highly localized. A channel referred to as a go
channel at ODe point iu a network may be referred to ..
a return chaDue1 at another poillt, aad Wu-Hr••
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2•••5 Distribution Frame - A structure provid
ing flexibility of semi-permanent interconnection
of channels and circuits, by terminating them and
providing means for connecting them together in
any required order.

NOTE 1 - A diltributioD (rame permits any semi
permanent inter-connection of sublcribel"l' lines and
line terminal multiplex, switching, signalling and
other equipment. The leml-permanent interconoec
tioDl may be changed &I required (rom time to time.

NOTil 2 - Example. of the technology tiled (or
.emi-permanent interconnections are wires, U-linb,
and plugs and llOCkets, aU o( which are .et up and re
arranged manually, and electromagnetic or electronic
.witches which can be operated locally or remotely.

2•••6 ( Transmission ) Link - A means of
telecommunication with specified characteristics
between two points.

NOfti - The type of trau.miuion path or the capa
citv is normally indicated, (or example, " line link,
radio link, broadband link.

2•••7 Line Link - A transmission link provided
by a manufactured transmission medium.

NOT!l- Example. o( a line link are a symmetric
pair line link. a coasial lioe link, a waveguide line
link, and optical fibre line link.

2.4.8 Radio Link - A transmission link provi
ded by means of radio waves.

NOTlll - Example. oC a radio link are a rad~relay

link, a satellite link, direct wireless link, tropOlC8tter
link, etc.

2•••9 Transmission Sysltm

2•••9.1 The organized set of principles
defining a particular method of transmission.

2•••9.2 The whole of the means of trans-
mission between two points, comprising of:

a) Transmission medium.
b) Terminal equipments,
c) Any necessary intermediate equipments,

and
d) Any equipment provided for such ancillary

purposes as power feeding, supervision,
testing.

2.4.10 Transmitted Source Signal - A signal
a pplied to an input port of the transmitting ter
minal equipment of a transmission system.

NOTll- A transmitted source signal of one tram
mission system may be a received source signal of
another transmission system.

2•••11 Rtceiotd Saurc, Signal - A signal emitted
from an output port of the receiving terminal
equipment of a transmission system.

NOTJ: I - Ideally. a received source signal shall be
an undistorted veraioo of the corresponding transmined
source signal.

NOT. 2 - A received source .igual o( one trans
mission system may be a transmitted source signal oC
another transmisaiOll system.
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2.4.12 Lint Signal - The signal actually trans
mitted over a transmission channel.

Non - Where the line aignal needs to have a
differ~t form Crom that oC the signal applied to the
input port of the terminal equipment, this terminal
equipment carries out the r~uired revenible prace.
lng, such as modulation, multiplexing, and coding.

2.4.13 Two-Wir, Transmission,· 2-WiTl Trans-
mission - A method of transmission in which the
go and return channels use the same path and
the same frequency band at the same time.

2.4.14 Four-WiTl Transmission; 4-WiTl Transmis
sion - A method of transmission in which the go
and return channels use separate patlu, or
separate frequently bands, or separate time inter
vals, or other means of separation throughout.

2.f.15 Ttoo-Wire Circuit; 2-WiTl Cireuil - A
telecommunication circuit that provides two-wire
transmission.

NOT. I - An example oC a two-wire circuit is one
Cormed from a pair of metallic conducton.

NOTB 2 - Certain types of two-wire circuit were
Cormerly known .. two-wir.. type circuit•• The term
'two-wire type circuit ' is deprecated.

2.4.16 Four-Wire Circuit; 4-Wire Circuit - A
telecommunication circuit that provides four-wire
transmission.

Non I - An example of a four-wire circuit is ODe
(ormed from two pairs of metallic conducton arranged
as two channels, one in each direction.

Non: 2 - Certain type. oC four-wire circuit were
formerly known &I Cour-wire type circuits. The term
'four-wire type circuit' il deprecated.

2•••17 ( Four-WiTl ) Tetminating Set,· 4-Wi"
Terminating Set; 4 W/2W Terminating Set - An
assembly of apparatus used to terminate the go
and return channels of a four-wire circuit, and to
provide connections between these channels and
a two-wire circuit.

2.5 Repeaten

2.5.1 RtjJIater - An equipment, essentially
including one or several amplifiers and/or regene
rators and associated devices, inserted at a point
in a transmission medium.

NOTil- A repeater may operate in one or both
direction. oC traDlmiaion.

2.5.2 Analogue RtjJIaUr - A repeater for
amplifying analogue signals or digital signals, but
not' capable of regenerating digital signals.

2.5.3 RegennatilJ' RejJIaler - A repeater for
regenerating digital signals.

NOftl - A regenerative repeater is lometlmes
reCerred to as a 'regenerator'.

2.5•• Two-WiTl RtajJaltr; 2-Wire RtjJIaler - A
repeater for use at a point in a two-wire circuit
and which provides gain for both directions of
transmission.

 



2.5.5 FO/lT·Wi" Repeater; 4-Wir, Repeat" - A
repeater for use at a p?int in a four~wirc: circuit
and which provides gam for both direcuons of
transmission.

2.5.6 Section TermilUllion - A conventional in
terface selected to be the boundary between the
physical transmission medium and ita assoicated
equipment, such as repeaters.

NOT. - The locatiOll of the lectioo termioation in
relatioo to the acceaories, sucb as splices, c01lDectors
and flexible connecting cables, may differ for diffe~ent
transmissioo .yatema, different manufacturers and diff~

rent adminiatratiollI.

2.5.7 ELmI4ntary CabL, Section - The whole of
the physical transmission medium and accessories,
such as splices, connectors, flexible connecting
cables, included between two consecutive section
terminations.

N~ - The main tranamiaaion medium usually
comiata of .everal factory length. of cable connected
together.

2.5.8 Elementary Repeater StetilJn; Elml4nJary
Rtptater,d SectilJn - In a given direction of
transmission, and elementary cable section to
gether with the immediately following regenerative
repeater, all included between two section
terminations.

2.5.9 ELementary Regenerator Section; Elementary
Regenerated Section - In a given direction of
transmission, and elementary cable section ta.
gether with the immediately following analogue
repeater, all included between two section termi
nations.

2.6 Repeater Statio..

2.6.1 &peater Station~ An aggregate oftransmi
ssion equipment at one location, usually including
repeaters and other equipment for such functions
as signalling, modulating, multiplexing, monitor
ing, and power feeding.

2.6.2 Locally-ContTolLed (Repeater) Station - A
repeater station with means for adjusting the
characteristics of repeaters under manual control
or automatically under the control of locally
derived signals. .

2.6.3 Controlling (Rtpeater) Station - A repe
ater station which originates signals for remotely
controlling the characteristics of repeaters in other
repeater stations.

2.6.4 Rnnotdy-ControlLtd (Repeater) Stalion
A repeater station with means for adjusting the
characteristics of repeaters under the control of
sign~ls received from a controlling repeater
station,

2.6.5 Di",tly-P"wertd (R~}8a1n) Station - A
repeater station which receives its electric energy
directly from the local mains or from a local
generator.
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2.6.6 Pow".Feeding (Rtpeat,,) Station - A
directly-powered repeater station which supplies
electric energy to other repeater stations.

2.6.7 Dependmt ( Repeater ) Station - A repeater
station which receives its electric energy from a

. power-feeding repeater station.

NO!9 - Electric energy may be conveyed to a
dependent repeater .tation by the phy.ical traDltDiaaiOll
medium itlelf, or hy conductors in the lame cahle
abeath, or by another exterior cable.

2.7 Echo Control

2.7.1 Echo - An electric, acoustic or electra.
magnetic wave which arrives at a given point,
after reflection, or indirect propagation, with
sufficient magnitude and delay for it to be dis
tinguishable from the direct wave.

2.7.2 Echo Control - The intentional reduction
of unwanted echoes arising in a telecommuni
cation circuit.

Non - The reduction may be effected, for ezam
pie, by techniques of impedaDce balancing, inserting
lOllI, or cancelling.

2.7.3 Echo Suppression - A method of echo
control in which the reduction of echoes is effec
ted by the insertion of loss in the transmission
path(s) under the control of the voice signals
being transmitted.

2.7.4 Echo Suppressor - A device placed in the
4-wire part of a telecommunication circuit for
effecting echo suppression.

NOT. - An echo ,upprellOr may operate 00 a
multiplex lignal.

2.7.5 FulL Echo Supprusor~ An echo suppressor
in which voice signals 'in one transmission path
control the insertion of a large loss in the other
transmission path, and uice-fJersa.

2.7.6 Half Echo Suppressor; Split Echo Suppres.
sor - An echo suppressor in which the voice
signala in one transmission path control the in
sertion of a large loss in the other transmission
path, but not ui,,-versa.

NOTlI - These echo IUppl'ellOl'l are normally used
in pain in telecommunication circuits .

2.7.7 UnojJeraled SJa/# ( ofan &ho Suppressor) 
The state of an echo suppressor in which it does
not insert loss in either direction of transmission.

NO!9 - This .tate may result from the application
ofa disabling .ignal.

2.7.8 Suppression State ( of an Echo Suppressor)
The state of an echo suppressor in which onc
transmission path is carrying voice signals and the
echo suppressor has inserted a large loss in the
other transmission path. .

 



2.8.8 Cod, Division Multiplexing ( CDM ) 
Multiplexing in which several independent signals
are allotted orthogonal signals for transmission
over a common channel.

NOTII - In code diviJ ion multiplexing, the signal
elementl allotted to dittingui>h the channelt are 10
shaped that they can be euily di.tinguithed and
separated by using an appropriate operation although
they may overlap in time and frequency wheD transmi
tted over a common channel.

2.8.6 WarJtlmglh Division Multiple~ng

( WDM) - Multiplexing in which several in
dependent signals are allotted separate waveleng
ths for transmission over a common optical
transmission medium,

Non - Wavelength divi.ion multiplexing it a
form of frequ.ncy divition multiplexing. The use of a
special term avoids confution with the pouible use of
frequency diviJion multiplexing in ..sembling the base
band lignal which hat to be carried over the optical
link by ODe waveleDth.

Associated term: Wavelength-derived
channel

2.8.7 Tim, Division Multiplexing ( TDM) 
Multiplexing in which several independent signals
are allotted separate periodic time intervals for
transmission over a common channeL

2.8.9 MultipU% Transmission; Multipl,ud Trans
mission - A method of transmission employing
multiplexing at the input terminal of a transmi
ssion path and complementary demultiplexing at
the output terminal.

Associated term : Multiplex system

2.8.10 Carri" Transmission - A form of trans
mission in which the transmi tted signal is the
result of the modulation of one or more carriers
by one or more signals.

NO'l'JI - Thi. term i. UJUally qualified by thl'!
method of modulation, for example, single .ideband
( carrier) transmillioo.

Associated term : Carrier system

2•••11 Multichannel Carrilr Transmission; Multi
c1ultllltl FDM Transmission; Ana/ogtJI Corm,
Transmission - A form of carrier transmission on
a common path provided for several independent
signals by a combination of single or double side
band transmission and frequency division multi
plexing.

NOT. I - In multichannel carrier transmission, the
carriers may be transmitted or suppressed.

NOTB2 - CCITT normally uteS the term
'aaalogue carrier transmission' •

Associated terms :
Multichannel carrier system, multichannel

FDM system, analogue carrier system
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'1..7.9 Break-in Stat, ( of an Echo Suppruso, ) 
The state of an echo suppressor which results
from the simultaneous presence of voice signals in
both transmission paths and the large loss requi
red for the suppression state is not Inserted.

NOTJI - A .mall lOll is normally inserted in at
least one of the transmission paths.

2.7.10 Echo Cancellation - A method of echo
control in which the reduction of echoes is effec
ted by subtracting an estimated echo from each
circuit echo.

2.7.11 Echo CanClllor - A device placed in the
4-wire part of a telecommunication circuit for
effecting echo cancellation.

NOTIl - An echo cancellor may operate on •
multiplex signal.

2.7.12 Disabling (in Echo Control ) - The
action of preventing an echo control device from
carrying out its echo control functions.

Associated term : To disable

2.7.13 Enabling (in Echo Control) - The
action of permitting an echo control device to
resume its echo control functions after being
disabled.

AsSociated term : To enable

2.8 Maltip1esias

2.8.1 Multiplaing - A reversible process for
assembling signals from several separate sources
into a single composite signal for transmission
over a common transmission channel; this process
is equivalent to dividing the common channel
into distinct channeh for transmitting indepen
dent signals in the same direction.

Associated terms : To multiplex, multiplex,
multiplexed

2.8.2 MuLtiplu Sigrudj Multipl,utl Sigrud - The
composite signal produced by multiplexing several
signals .

2.8.3 Demullipl,xing - A process applied to a
composite signal, formed by multiplexing, for
recovering the original independent signals, or
groups of these signals.

NOTB - DemultiplexiDg may be partial, for
example, for extractiDg a pr imary group from a second
ary group.

Associated terms: To demultiplex,
demultiplexed

2.8•• D,rived Channel - Any of the separate
channels provided by multiplexing.

2.8.5 Frerpuncy DiDisiora Multiplu.ing; (FDM) 
Multiplexing in which several independent
signals are allocated separate frequency bands for
trarumission over a common channel.

Associated term: Frequency-derived channel
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Associated term :

Associated term :

Time-derived channel

Code-derived channel

 



2.1.12 Mullidlwul PCM Transmission - A
form of transmi!lion on a common path provided
for several independent signals by a combination
of pulse code modula tion and time division
multiplexing.

Auociated term : Multichannel PCM system

2.&13 Multipl.xlT - An equipment for effect
ing multiplexing.

7
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2.8.1f DlfIIUltipl,xlT - An equipment Cor
effecting demultiplexing.

2.8.15 MuldI:Jt : Muldl11l - An assembly of a
multiplexer and a demultiplexer operating in
opposite directions of transmission in the same
equipment.

NOD - When UI~ to describe an equipment, the
function of that equipment ahan qualify the title, for
example. PCM muldex, data muldu, digital muldex.
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Indian Standard

ELECTROTECHNICAL VOCABULARY
PART 15 TRANSMISSION

Section Z Analogue Transmission

1. SCOPE

1.1 This standard ( Part 65/Sec 2 ) covers defini
tions and terms relating to analogue transmission,

2. TERMINOLOGY

2.1 Ba.ic TerDUI in Aaalogue Traas.m.sioD

2.1.1 Frlfl'uncy S/JIctrum - The continuum of
frequencies that can be used for transmission of
signals in telecommunications.

2.1.2 Frlfl'uncy Band - A portion of the fre
~uency spectrum lying between two specified
limiting frequencies.

Non: - S. Note 2 under 2.1.3.1.

2.1.3 Bandwidth - The numerical difference
between the frequencies at the extremities of a
portion of the frequency spectrum.

2.1.3.1 X dB handwidth - The width of a
frequency band such that beyond its lower and
upper limits, any discrete spectrum component or
continuous spectral power density is at least X dB
lower than a predetermined 0 dB reference level.

Non: I - This term is UJUally .-oc:iated with a
qualification, Jar example, buebaud 1)udwidth, neee
..ry bandwidth. bandwidth of all amplifier or a device.

NOTJI 2 - A clear distiDction mlllt be drawn
betweem

a) The frequency baJld which occupietl a clearly
defined poaltiOD ill the frequency Ip8Ctrum,
aad which is charaeleriaed by two valuetl,
namely, its lower and upper limits, or by ally
equivaleDt m_; and

b) The bandwidth which is expr~ by oaly a
single value. Thia value is the difference be
tween the limits or a CrequeDC)' baud but theae
limits may have ally position ill the 'Pectrum
with a coaalallt difference.

2.1.4 Basehand-By convention, that frequency
band occupied by one signal or by a number of
multiplexed signals. at .pecified input and output
points of a transmission system.

NO'TB I - In the c:aae or a radiocommUDicatiou. the
baseband is that frequency band which ill occupied by
the aigoal modulating the traaamitter.

NOTE 2 - Where the traaamiaaion mwolvea multi
ple modulatioa, it is generally coaai.dered thai. the
baaebaDd is that freqllency band OCCUpied by the sigDa!
wbich is applied to the fint modulation ltale, aud Dot
by all iatermediate modulated ligoal.

2.1.5 Bas,hand Transmumn -The transmission
of signals in their original frequency band.

2.1.6 Voic,-Frequmc.J Channel; V/i'Cll41l1ul - A
channel that provides the frequency band required
for transmission of telephone quality speech, and
that operate. at the original audio frequencies.

Non: I - A voice-frequency channel DOt'mally hu
allaDdardiJed frequency band of 300-3 400 Hz.

NOTE2 - Sig_Ia, other thall I~ech ligaaJa, hav
ing appropriate Ipecified characteristlCl may occupy tbe
whole or a part of a voice-frequency chaitDel.

NOTa 3 - The use of this term to denote a wider
band chaDael, sueb u the oae suitable for high quality
lOuDd lijraaJa, is deprecated.

2.1.7 Sound Pragramm« Clumllll-A channel that
provides the frequency band required for the
transmission of high quality sound signals.

2.1.8 Re/JIm" DistrihuJion Frame; RDF - A dis
tribution frame in a repeater station for intercon
necting voice-frequency and signalJing channels
and circuits, with or without repeaters.

2.2 FreqaeDc:y DivisioD MDldplesiDc

2.2.1 Frequ.y Translation - The transfer en
block of the spectral components of a signal from
one position in the frequency spectrum to another
in such a way that the absolute value of the fre
quency difference between any pair of components
is preserved, as well as the relative amplitude and
phase of each component.

NOTJI 1 - Frequency traaalatioa may be accompa
nied by frequency inveniOD. in which cue ehe lign of
the frequency difference betweea any pair of compoaent
is revened.

NO'l'II 2-A composite signal produced by frequency
divilion multiplexinl may itself be l ubjected to rUMher
frequency traaalatioD.

2.2.2 CarritT - An oscillation or wave, usually
periodic, some characteristic of which is intended
to be constrained by modulation to follow the
values of a signal or another oacillation.

2.2.3 Cd,,;,r Frrqruney (in Multielumnel Carrier
Tr.nsmission ) - The specified frequencies of the
carriers wed for effecting modulation and demo
dulation in frequency translating equipments,

2.2.f Clwnna ( Group) (•••) Carrier Frequencits 
A specified set of carrier frequencies used by
channel ( group) (._) translating equipment for
the frequency translation of channels (groups)
(...).
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Aaociated terms:

a) Group carrier frequencies;
b) Supergroup carrier frequencies;
c) Mastergroup carrier frequencies;
d) Supermaster group carrier frequencies; and
e) 15 supergroup assembly carrier frequencies;

hypergroup carrier frequencies.

2.2.5 Cuard Band- - A frequency band left be
tween the limits specified for two adjacent
channels in multichannel carrier transmission,
with a width chosen to reduce mutual inter
ference.

2.2.6 (FDM Tlkpho",) C/umn,l - A channel
that has a standardized bandwidth suitable for
the transmission of telephone quality speech in
multichannel carrier transmission, and that occu
pies one of a number of specified positions in the
frequency spectrum.

NOTJIl I -An FDM telephone channel normally has
a Itandardized bandwidth of 4 kHz, this being sufficient
for a signal occupying a frequency band of 300-3 400 Hz,
for outband lignalling, and for the required guard bands.

NOT. 2 -Signals, other than speech signall, having
appropriate specified characteristica may occupy the
whole or a part of an FDM telephone channel.

2.2.7 Clumui Translating EquiJ1mltll; Chan",l
Bank - Equipment used for frequency translation
of a specified number of voice-frequency channels
and their assembly into a specified frequency band
normally 12 voice-frequency channels into a basic
group, and for performing the complementary
process.

2.2.8 Croup
a) The assembly, obtained by frequency divi

sion multiplexing of a specified number of
FDM telephone channels, normally 12, in
adjacent positions in a frequency band of
specified width constituting the first level
in the standardized frequency division
multiplex hierarchy.

b) A frequency band of standardized width,
48 kHz, in a multichannel carrier system
and occupying one of a number of specified
positions in the spectrum.

NOTW 1 - A SfOUP is normally an ..embly of
12 FDM telephone channen, each of 4 kHz band
width. But in lOme Iystema. for example thole
systems usedoversubmarine cables, a~ is an
_mbly of 16 FDM telephone channel. each of
3 kHz bandwidtb. •

NOT. 2 - Signala other than those derived
from FDM telephone channell, may OCCUpy the
wh~le or a part of the frequency band normally
asugned to a group.

2.2.9 Crollp A (obsolete term ), Basic Group A
( deprecated) - A group occupying the frequ
ency band 12-60 kHz.

2.2.10 Basic Croup; BasicCroup B ( deprecated ).
Group B (obsolete term) - A group occupying
the frequeney bond 60-108 kHz.

9
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2.2.11 SlllJ-Croup - An assembly, obtain~ by
frequency division multiplexing, of.a sJ>c:Cified
number of FDM telephone channels In adjacent
positions in a frequency band of specified width,
and normally used as an intermediate stage in the
formation of a group. The number of channels in
a sub-group is a sub-multiple of the number of
channels in a group.

NOD - A aubgroup may sometimes be transmitted
without subsequent (ormation into a complete sroup.

2.2.12 Group Modulating EquijJmnIJ - Equipment
used for frequency translation of one basic gI?UP
into a specified frequency band, for example, mto
the band 12-60 kHz, and for performing the com
plementary process.

2.2.13 Group Translating Equipment; Croup Bank
Equipment used for frequency translation of a
specified number of basic groups and their assem
bly into a specified frequency band, normally 5
basic groups into a basic supergroup, and for
performing the complementary process.

2.2.14 Supergroup

a) An assembly, obtained by frequency divi
sion multiplexing of a specified number of
groups, normally 5, in adjacent positions in
a frequency band of specified width.

b) A frequency band of standardized width,
240 kHz, in a multichannel carrier system
and occupying one of a number of specified
positions in the spectrum.

NOTJIl 1 - A Illbgroup is normally aD aaaembly
of60 FDM telephone channen.

Non 2 - Sipals. other thaD thOle derived
from an assembly of groUPI but having specified

. characteristics, may occupy the whole or a part of
frequency band assigned to a lupergroup.

2.2.15 Basic Supergroup -A supergroup occupy
ing the standardized frequency band 312-552 kHz.

2.2.16 Supngroup Modulating Equipmml-:- EquiJ;'"
ment used for frequency translation of one basic
supergroup into a specified frequency band, for
example, into the band 12-252 kHz, and for per
forming the complementary process.

2.2.17 Supergroup Translating Equipm6nl; Sup.rgroap
BGnk - Equipment used for frequency translation
of a specified number of basic supergroups and
their assembly into a specified frequency ban~,
normally 5 or 10 basic supergroups into a bastc
supermaster group or 15 basic supergroups into a
basic 15-super group assembly, and for performing
the complementary process.

2.2.18 MQStngroup

a) ~ ass~bly,. obtained by frequency divi
SIon multiplexmg of a specified number ~f
~PS, normally 5, in adjacent ~
tJ.ons m a frequency band of specified WIdth
with guardbands !between adjacent super
groups. 
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b) A frequency band of standardized width.
I 232 kHz. in a multichannel carrier system
and occupying one of a number of specified
positions in the spectrum.

NOT. I - A lPUtergroup i. Dormally llD
auembl y o( 300 FDM telephone cbaDDel••

NO'B 2 - Signal.. other thllD those derived
from llD auembly of IUpergroup. but haYing aped
fied characterittiCl, may occupy the wbole or a
part of a frequency band normally aaigued to a
mattergroup.

2.2.19 Basic MasJngroup; MasJngroup A (obsolete
term ) - A mastergroup occupying the standardi
zed frequency band 812-2 044 kHz.

2.2.20 Masmgroup B (obsolete term j - A
maatergroup occupying the frequency band 2 796
.. 028 kHz.

2.2.21 Mastn-group ModulaJing Equipment-Equip
ment used for frequency translation of one basic
mastergroup into a specified frequency band. for
example, into the band 2 796-~ 028 kHz. and for
performing the complementary process .

2.2.22 Mastn-group Translating Equipmtnt -
Equipment used for frequency translation of a
specified number of basic mastergroups and their
assembly into a specified frequency band, nor
mally ' 3 basic mastergroups into a basic super
mastergroup, and for performing the complemen
tary process.

2.2.23 SupmnastlTgroup
a) An assembly. obtained by frequency divi

sion multiplexing. of a specified number of
mastergroups, normally 3. in adjacent
positions in a frequency band of specified
width with guardbands between adjacent
mastergroups.

b) A frequency band of standardized width.
3 872 kHz. in a multichannel carrier system
and occupying one ofa number of specified
positions in the spectrum.

NOTlI I - A .upermattergroup q Dormally aD

auembly of 900 FDM telephoDe chaDDel.
NOTB 2 - SiRnaJa, otber than those derived

frOID aD aaaembly o( ma,rergroups but baving
specified characteri.tiea, may occupy the whole or
a part of a frequency band Dormally _igued to a
•upermaatergroup.

2.2.2f Basic Supermastergroup - A supermaster
group occupying the standardized frequency band
8516-12388 kHz.

2.2.25 SupmnastlTgroup Translating Equipmtnt
Equipment used for the frequency translation of a
specified number of basic supermastergroups and
their assembly into a specified frequency band,
and for performing the complementary process.

2.2.26 I5-Supergroup Assnnb~ (15-Supergroup)
HypergTOUp

a) An assembly. obtained by frequency di,,:i
sion multiplexing, of 15 supergroups m

adjacent positions in a frequency band of
specified width. with guardbands between
adjacent supergroups,

b) A frequency band of standardized width,
3 716 kHz. in a multichannel carrier ~stem
and occupying one of a number of specified
positions in the spectrum.

NOD 1 - 'IS-IUPerwroup uaembly' is tbe only
term in uae by tbe CCITr.

NOD 2 - The Encliah word 'hypergroup' it
IOmetimes uaed (or a aupergroup _embly different
from tbat .tllDdardized by COITT. Accordiqly,
thia term .hould be qualified by the Dumber of
.upergroupa uaed in each applicatiOQ.

Non 3 - A l5-supersroup _mbly is n0r
mally llD _mbl, of 900 POW telephone
cbaDDel..

NOTlI.. - Signala, other than those derived
from au assembly of IUpergroUpa but having .peci
fied cbaracterittica, may occupy the whole OJ' a
part of a frequency band uaigued to a 15-.uper
group uaembly.

2.2.27 Basic J5.Suptrgroup Ammbly; Basic
( 15-Su/Jlrgroup ) H;pngroup - A is-supergroup
assembly occupying the standardized frequency
band 312-4028 kHz.

2.2.28 15-Suptrgroup Asstmbly Modulating Equip
11Ilnlj Hypergroup Modulating EquijJmlnt-Equipment
used for frequency translation of one basic
IS-supergroup assembly into a specified frequency
band, for example, into the band 8 620-12 336
kHz which is inside the basic supermastergroup,
and for performing the complementary process.

2.2.29 I5-Supergroup Assmabl;] Translating Equip
mmlj HyPtrgroup TranslaJing Equipmmt-Equipment
used for frequency translation of a specified num
ber of basic IS-supergroup assemblies and their
assembly into a specified fraquency band. and for
performing the complementary process.

2.3 Aaalope Carrier Tl1UlDIlfssioD

2.3.1 High-Freqru1l&Y lUpeater Distribution Frame;
HFRDF - A distribution frame in a repeater
station for channels and circuits carrying basic
groups, basic supergroups. etc .

NOTlI...,.WhentVer poaible, the uae of the appro
priate tpecial term ia recommended.

2.3.2 Group (SupergrouP) (•••) Distribution Frame
A distribution frame for channels and circuits
carrying basic groups ( basic supergroups ) ( ... ).

Associated terms:

a) Supergroup distribution frame;
b) Mastergroup distribution frame;
c) Supermastergroup distribution frame; and
d) IS-Supergroup assembly distribution

frame; hypergroup distribution frame.
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2.3.3 S#ftfJTatiora Pailll ( ill FDMTr~~) 
A defined point at tbe end of a transmlJlllon sys
tem WbCTe standard defined conditions exist such
that interconnection with another transmission
I)'Item may be achieved.

NOTII- Separadoo poinll penuit iIItercoaA~
with ocher equipmeat IUCh at direct tluolllb-cosmeCtioa
Ishen, crualatmc equipmeac, etc.

2.3.f FDM liM; LUuLid ( deprecated ill; t.bis
leose ) - The basic entity of frequency diVISIon
J:!1u1tipJex transmission, for transmitted source
Iignals occupying a specified frequency ~a!1d,
compriJing the whole of the means of tranml1SSlon
over a given transmission medium, between two
consecutive separation pointl at this frequency
band.

Noon I - AD roM link provida trullmiaioa in
both dirrctioal unless otll_iM .pec:ifiecl.

NOTII 2 - Aa FDM link Dever iacluda a direct
throu.b,cODaeclioa fiher.

Ncnll 3 - la .ueh Catel u optical fibre trammi·
. Ioa, radio-relay traD:IJIlitiioo, etc. the appropriate
tumillal equipmeat is included within the 'FDM link'.

2.3.5 Cro.ft (Suftngrouft) (••• ) &clioll-The whole
of the means of transmission including one or
more FDM Jinks, for signall occupying a standar
dized frequency band of a group (~pergroup)

(.•.) between two consecutive group (supergroup)c...)distribution frames, or equivalent points.

NOTII-A trJOup ClUpergroUp) ( •. ) teetioa providu
tl'alUmilrioa in both directiou uaI_ otherwite .peci
lied.

AsIociated terms:

a) Supergroup section;
b) Mastergroup section;
c) Supermastergroup section; and
d) IS-Supergroup assembly section; hyper

group section.

2.3.6 Grouft ( Su/mgroup) (.••) Little - A group
(supergroup) (... ) section or a number of tandem
connected group (supergroup) (.••) sections be
tween two group (supergroup) (.•.) distribution
frames, or equivalent points, where .the group
(supergroup) (.••) originates 01' terminates.

NO'rlII - AlJ1'Oup (supersroup) ( ... ) liDk proYidca
trammitaioa ill bach direetioaa uaI_ otherwise apec:i_
tied .

~Oft 2 .~ Fumplea of when a IfOUp (supergroup)
C.. .) may ~IID&t. 01' terminate an multipla equip
meals or widebaad modems.

Associated terms:
a) Supergroup lin..;
b) Mastergroup link;
c) Supermastergroup link; and

d) :i;~upergrouP assembly link; hypergroup

IS. 1_ ( Put 65/Sec 2 ) •••

2.3.7 Direct TlmJug"-CoTtll"tion Filter; Direct LiM
Filtn: Dired Transfer Film - A bandpass filter for
the ~terconnection of two FDM links providing
transmission for transmitted source signals occupy
ing the same frequency band.

NOTJI- A direct through-eonn~ctio~ ~her may be
used to intercoaaect two FDM hnlc. ID.lde the taIIIt
group section, tbe tame supergroup aectioa, etc.

2.3.8 Dir"t Through·Connection PainJ - A point
at which a direct through-connection filter .a. used
for the interconnection of two FDM links.

2.3.9 Through.Crouft ( Through-SuftergToup ) ( ...)
Film - A bandpass filter whose pass band is the
standardized frequency band of a basic group
(basic supergroup) ( .•.).

NOD - A through-group (through-supergroup)
(•••) filter may be used to interconnect two COlllecutive
group (supergroup) (... ) lectio!1S, where appropriate.

Associated terms:

a) Through-supergroup filter;
b) Through-mastergroup filter;
c) Through-supermastergroup filter; and
d) Through I5.supergroup assembly filter;

through-hypergroup filter.

2.3.10 Through.Crouft (Througk-SupergToup) (••.)
Conruction Poilll-A point in a group (supergroup)
(... ) link at which two consecutive group ( super
group) (.••) sections are connected in tandem,
via a through-group ( through-supergroup ) (••• )
filter, where appropriate.

Associated terms:

a) Through-supergroup connection point;
b) Through-mastergroup connection point;
c) Tbrough-supermastergroup connection

point; and

d) Through I5-supergroup assembly connec
tio~ point; through hypergroup connection
pomt,

2.f "Pilo t Sigaab

2.4.1 Pilot SigMl - A signal, usually a single
frequency, transmitted in telecommunication net
work for measurement, supervision, or control
purposes.

~~4.2 Rejnenc, Pilot - A pilot signal used to
faeili~te the maintenance and adjustment of a
multichannel carrier system.

2.4.3 C~ (Srlftngroup) ( ... ) lUfnmu Pilot-A
reference pd?t applied where a group ( super
group) (. .•) IS assembled and which accompanies
the 8'O,Up (su~~up) (•••) over the system upt.o
the POlDt when: It IS broken down into its constz
tuent elementl.

11
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NO'R 1 - Varioua frequencies have been ltaDdud.
i:nd by the CCITT for pup (supergroup) (._)
reference pilots within the rrequency band or a basic
group (belic supergroup) ( ..).

NO'R 2 - In certain eu.. two refereDCe pilOll may
be applied wbere a basic ,roup ( basic superpoup ) ( ..)
is_mbled.

Asaociatcd termI:

a) Supergroup reference pilot;
b) Mastergroup reference~pilot;

c) Supermaatergroup reference pilot; and
d) IS-Supergroup assembly reference pilot;

hypergroup reference pilot.

2.4.4 IlIpl11linl Pilot - A reference pilot used
'to maintain the level of the line lignal of the
multichannd carrier ')'Item at the prescribed
value, and to ensure that the attenuation-equali
zation il continuoualy satiJfactory.

2.4.5 Fr,qumey Comparison Pilot; S,7tI&ltrollking
PiloJ ( obsolete term) - A reference pilot used
either for comparing the frequencies, and possibly

12

the phaacs, of the carrien generated at the seed
ing and receiving terminala in one direction of
truumwion of a multichannel carrier ayltem, 01'

for maintaining the iynchroDiam of these carrien.

2.f.1 Swikltinl Cotrb"ol Pilot; SUJiJelti", Pilot - A
reference pilot used to control a maintenance
awitchiDg function at a diataDt point,

NO'Q - Bumpl. or sucb switcbi.. fuaetioaJ are,
to btqy tbe chaDaeb of a multichannel carrier system,
ex to replace a normal repeater by a 8t&Ddby~
in the cue of a rault.

2.4.7 IlIplaUti liM Scliotl - A .uceeuion of
tandem-connec ted elementary repeater lectiODl
over which the line ligDal and one or more regu
lating pilots are tranamitted from end to end, with
this signal and the pilou passing through the
lame amplitude regulating devices at intermediate
pointi.

NO'R - At tbe ead of a l1tIulated line section. tb.
iaitw pilut lira-II are removed. or recoDltitut~, or
replaced by new pilor aignall lent at lhe rer_DCe
level .
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Indian Standard

ELECTROTECHNICAL VOCABULARY
PART 15 TRANSMISSION

Section 3 Time Division Multiplexing

J. SCOPE

1.1 Thi. standard ( Part 65/Sec 3 ) covers defini
tion of terms relating to time division multiplex
ing.

2. TERMINOLOGY

2.1 Timbal
2.1.1 Til1ll-Scal, - A succession of"continguous

pre-determined time intervals, .

N~ - The time iDtervab in a time-teale Deed
DOt all have the tame duratioD.

2.1.2 Cyclie TUIII-Scal, - A time-scale consist
ing of periodic repetition of a succession of time
intervals.

No-n - The individual time iDterval1 comprising
a sm,le cycle Deed DOt all have the aame duration, but,
ideally, all the cyclea are ideDtical, auy variatioDi
bem, comrrained within the speeified limite.

. 2.1.3 SipiJ!efltll I,,!I4nJ. ( in TrtllUmissiDn ) - An
JOstaDt at which a time interval commences in a
time-scale or a signal element commences in a
discretely-timed signal.

.2.1.f Plu.s. RdatioflSlU, (in or b,tween Cyclie
T,rM-StllUs ) - The difference in time between
two significant instants in a cyclic time-scale or
between corresponding significant instants in two
cyclic time-scales at the same place.

. NOTa~ The phase relatioDlhip may be expnsaed
IDUnitl or t.lme, or u a propon;OD or pereeDJage oC the
cycle dUratlOD.

.2.1.5 Ti'!""g SigfUll - A signal used to deter
~D:e the Instants at which the operations are
lDltiated.

2.1.6 Cyclie Taming Sip4l - A cyclic signal
used. t? .determine the instants at which operations
are initiated,

2.1.7 ~lie 0ntlT0l Sigrual - A cyclic signal
used to control the frequency at which operati
occur. ODS

. 2.1.8 Tim,-Slol ( TS ) - Any cyclic time
tnt.erval that can be recognized and defined
uniquely,

. ~1.9.CltJd - Equipment that provides a cyclic
ttJInng IIgnal.

N~~Where replicated seurces are used Cor
reliability reUODl, the uaembly of these is regarded II
a siDgle clock.

2.1.10 Reference Clock - A clock of very high
stability, accuracy and reliability which is used as
the single reference standard for the clocks in a
synchronized network.

2.1.11 Master Clock - A clock used to control
the frequency of other clocks.

2.1.12 Isochronous - Qualifying a time-varying
phenomenon, a time.scale, or a signal characteri
zed by consecutive significant instants which are
separated by time intervals which all have the
same nominal duration or have nominal dura
tions equal to integral multiples of a unit dura
tion.

NOTJll- ID practice, any variatioDi of the time in·
te"ab are coDitraiDed between the specified limite.

2.1.13 Burst lsoclmmous - Qualifying a time
varying phenomenon, a time-scale, or a signal in
which there are bursts of isochronous activity.

2.1.14 Anisochronous - Qualifying a time
varying phenomenon, a time-scale, or a signal
cha:raeterized by consecutive significant instants
which are separated by time intervals which are
not constrained to have the same nominal dura
tion or to have nominal durations equal to integ
ral multiples of a unit duration.

2.1.15 Synehronous - Qualifying two time
varyi?g phenomena, time-scales, or signals char
aet~1Zed by corresponding significant iDItan~
which are separated by time intervals of a nomi
na1ly constant duration at two designated p}a.ces,
one for each phenomenon, time-scale or sigDa!.

• NO'Q I - In practice, any variations or the lime
mtervab are coDltraiDed within the lpecified limite.

NOD 2 - Two lUIiJochroaous pheDomena, tUne
scala, or liguala may be Iynchrouous.

Associated term:
Synchronism

. 2.1.16 SynehroniztUion - The process of adjust·
JOg ~locks to achieve synchronism of two · tiJnC"
varymg phenomena, time-scales, or signals.

Associated term:
To synchronize
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.2.1.17 Pl,si&/rrofIDfU - Qualifying two time-vary
109 phenomena, time-scales. or signals in which
corresponding significant inltants occur at nomi
ally the same rate. any variations in rate being
constrained within the specified limits.

NOT. - Corulpoudiog ligDificant iDitants are
leparated by time intervala baving du.atioru which
may vary without limit at two detignated places, ooe
for eacb pbeDOmeooa. time-acale or ligoal.

2.1.18 Non-Synchronous: Asyndrono s( deprecated
in this sense) -Qpalifying two time-varying pheno
mena, time-scales, or signalI characteriaed by
corresponding significant instants which are
separated by time intervall that do not have a
nominally constant duration at two designated
places, one for each phenomenon, time-seale or
signal.

2.2 Fda.. aad Ch·a....

2.2.1 Frtnn6 - A repetitive set of consecutive
time-slots constituting a complete cycle of a signal.
a process. etc. in which the relative position of
each time-slot in the cycle can be identified.

2.2.2 Frtlm6 $Jarl - An Instant, always occupy
ing the same relative position in ev~ry frame,
used &I the datum for timing other events in the
frame.

2.2.3 Fra"" Altpmml- The state in which the
frame generated by the receiving equipment has
a desired coDltaDt phase relationsbip with the
frame of the received signal 10 that the individual
time-slots in each frame can be uniquely identi
fied.

2.2.. Frtlllll AlilmMII Si"w- A distinctive
lignal inserted in every frame or once in every
frame. alwaYI occupying the lADle relative position
within the frame. and used to establish and main
tain frame alignment.

2.2.5 BU'IIclutJ Frtlllll Alignmml Signal - A frame
alignment signal whose signal elements occupy
consecutive digit time-slots.

2.2.6 Dislrihul6d Frtlllll Alit"""nt Signal - A
frame alignment signal whose signal elements
occupy non-consecutive digit time-slots.

2.2.7 Frame Alignment Time-Slot - A time-slot
occuyping the same relative position in every
frame, used to transmit the frame alignment
signal.

•NOTa I - The frame alignment time-Ilot may be
used permanently or periodically for transmitting the
frame alignment lignal; when it is not occupied by 1M
signal, it may be used for the trarumissioa of ocher in-
formation. .

NOTJI2 - In digital TDM lyateml, the frame
alignment time-Ilot Contil" of ODe or more diJit time
alot ..

2.2.8 Frame Alignmml Rlcoony Time - The time
that elapses between a valid frame alignment
signal available at the receive terminal equipment
and frame alignment being established.
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NOTJI - The frame alignment recovery time in
dud" tbe time required for replicated verificatiOll of
the validity of frame alipmeat Ur-1.

2.2.9 OId-oj'-Frtlllll-AligtrtrUlll Titru - The time
during which frame alignment is effectively 10it.

NOTJI.- The out-of-frame-alipment time iaclud.
both the time taken to detect 1011 of frame alimmeDt
and the fram.alipment recovery time.

. 2.2.10 Cluumd TUM-Slot - A time-slot occupy
109 a specific position in a frame and permanently
allocated to a particular time-derived cbanDel.

. NOD I - A channel tim~otmay be qualified by
Ita uaqe, for eltample, telephoae chaaael time ..lot.

Non 2 - In dirital TDM ayatema. a chanDaI tim.
a1ot, ID addition to itl maiD (unctiolu, may allo be uead
(or in..lot ligaalling or (or ttaDllDiUiac OlJaer iar_·
atioo.

2.2.11 SignaLlillg Tim,-$lot - A time-slot occu
pying a specific position in a frame and perma
nently allocated for the transmiaaion of sigDalling.

2.2.12 HigluNy: Bus -A common path within
an apparatus or station over which signals from
a number of channels pau with separation achie
ved by time division multiplexing.

2.2.13 CIuJ"nel Gal' - A device for connecting
a time-derived channel to a highway, or a high
way to a time-derived channel, at specified times.

2.2.14 Sub-Fram6 - A fixed number or nOD
contiguoul channel time-slots within a frame that
together provide a dig ital channel having a speci
fied digit rate higher tban that of a single channel
time-slot.

2.2.15 Mullijram6 - A repetitive set of consecu
tive frames in which the relative position of each
frame in the set can be identified.

2.2.16 MuIlifram6 Alignmmt - The state in
which the multiframe generated by the receiving
equipment has a desired constant phase relation
ship with the multiframe of the received lignal 10
that the individual frames in each multiframe can
be uniquely identified.

2.2.11 Multifrtlm6 Alignment SigntlJ - A distinc
tive signal inserted in every multiframe or once
in every n multiframes, always occupying the
same relative position within the multiframe, and
used to establish and maintain multiframe align
ment•

2.3 SYJIChroahed Networb

2.3.1 SY1ldrroni~etl Network; Synelrrol'/OU.S Ne/work
- A network in which clocks at designated nodes
are adjusted to establish and maintain lignall in
synchronism-

2.3.2 No"..synehrolli~etl Network; Non-Syne/rro1lWS
Network; Asynchronous Ndwork ( deprecated in this
sense) -A network not designed to maintain syn
chronism between signals. 



2.3.3 Plesichronous Network - A non-synchroni
zed network in which clocks are designed to have
high accuracy and stability such that the signals
are plesichronous. .

NOTW: - The network effectively operatel for long
periods as if il were a synchronized nelwork.

2.3.f MutuaUy SyncJlToni~,d Network

a) In theory, a synchronized network in which
each clock exerts direct control on all the
other clocks.

b) In practice, a synchronized network in
which each clock exerts direct control on a
few other clocks, and indirectly influences
the remaining clocks.

2.3.5 DnnocraIU Mutually SyndzToni<;,d N,twork

a) In theory, a mutually synchronized network
in which all the clocks are of equal status
and directly exert equal amounts of control
on all the other clocks.

b) In practice. a mutually synchronized net
work in which all the clocks are of equal
status and in which each clock directly
exerts equal amount of control on a few
other clocks.

NOTJI- In the theoretical cue, the network
operatinc frequency or digit rate is the mean of the
Da'ural fr~uenciesof aU the cJocb.

2.3.6 HUrarcl&ie Synchroni;:,d Network - A
synchronized network in which each clock is
assigned a status in a hierarchy which permits it
to exert control only over clocks of equal or lower
ltatus.

2.!.1 Hrnanl&U: MfIItl4lIJ S.JTI&hronk,d Network 
A hierarchic synchronized network in which some
of the status levels are themselves democratic
mutually synchronized networks.

2.3.1 SynclrrotritaJio" Siptll - A signal which
indi~t~ the phase ~la~ionship between two
cyclic ume-scales or a IIIgD1ficant variation of this
relationship.

2.3.9 Timing ltifOTTfUltiD" ( in II Spr.chroni;:ed Net
11101" ) - !nformation pertaining to the timing
relationship of several series of events and which
~ con~eyed by ~d/~r derived from synchroniza
tlO~ Slg~~, t1;DUDg I1gnab, or time-scales embodi
ed In digital signal••

2.3.10. Spr.c/aonkaJion Noth - A point in a
syn~~ed network at which timing informa
tion IS derived, sent, or received and processed f
the purpose of synchronization. or
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2.3.11 Synchroni<:.ation Link - A link, between
two synchronization nodes, over which timing
information is transmitted in one or both direc
tions.

2.3.12 Symhroni~ation Network - An arrange
ment of synchronization nodes and synchroniza.
tion links provided in a synchronized network to
synchronize the clocks in or connected to these
nodes.

NOTE - A synchronization network is usually II
important cODitituent of a synchronized network.

2.3.13 LocaLly-Derived Symhroni<:.ation SignaL - A
synchronization signal derived at a synchroniza
tion node from the phase relationship between the •
cyclic time-scale generated by the local clock and
the cyclic "time-scale of a digital signal received
over a synchronization link from a particular
distant synchronization node.

2.3.14 Remotely-Derived Symhroni<:.ation Signal
A synchronization signal received at a synchroni
zation node over a synchronization link from I
particular distant node, this signal having been·
derwed at the distant node, as a locally-derived
synchronization signal, from the phase relation-.
ship between the cyclic time-scale generated by;
its own clock and the cyclic time-scale of a digital~

signal received from the node to which the syn
chronization signal is sent.

2.3.15 SingL,.Ended Synchroni<:.ation - A methodE
of synchronizing clocks at a synchronization node'
with respect to a distant synchronization node
solely by means of locally-derived synchroniza
tion signals relating to that particular distaD!
node.

2.3.16 Double-EndedSpu"'oni<:.ation - A method
of synchronizing clocks at a synchronization node
with respect to a distant synchronization node bJ
~eans of both locaUy derived synchronizatiOll
s!gnals and, remotely derived synchronizatiOll
Slgnals relating to that particular distant node.

2.3.17 UniLatMol ConJTol - Control betwCCll
two synchronization nodes such that the frequeDC1
of the clock of only one of these nodes is intl1lC'
need by timing information derived from the
clock of the other node.

2.3.18 BilatMol Control - Control between twO
synchronization nodes such that the frequency d
t?e.cl~ of each of these nodes is influenced by
timmg Information derived from the clock of tilt
other node.
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Indian Standard

ELECTROTECHNICAL VOCABULARY
PART 15 TRANSMISSiON

Section 4 Digital Tran.ml••lon

1. SCOPE

1.1 This standard ( Part 65/Sec 4 ) coven defini
tions of terms relating to digital trlUllmission.

2. TERMINOLOGY

2.1 Basic Term- fa IHPtal TI'IUU...i..ioD

2.1.1 Signal El"",111 ( ill Digital Transmis,u,n ) 
A pan of a digital signal, characterized by its
discrete timing and its discrete value, and used to
represent a digiL

2.1.2 Digit T it1U-SJDI - A time-slot allocated
to signal element of a digital signal.

2.1.3 Bitlllry (TWIUlry) (N.ary) (Digital)
~ignal - A digital signal in which each signal
element has one of two ( three) (Ii) permitted
discrete valuCi.

2.I.f Digit Rat' - The number of digiu trans
ferred per second.

NO'rJI 1 - The tenn digit rate may be qualified,
Corezample, ternary digit rate.

NOD 2 - The term digit rate ahould Dot be used
to exprell the trammiaaioD rate of a Iine aigDal for
which the appropriate term ia '\ille digit rate' .

2.1.5 Binary ( TmuJry) (N-ary) Digit RJu, :
Bit Rat' - The number of binary (Ternary)
( Ii-ary ) digits transferred per second,

NOTJ: - The term 'biDary dig it rate' may be
abbreviated to ' bit rate'.

2.1.6 Effectiv, Digit RaJ, ( of a Time-Slot) 
The number of digits per second provided by a
time-slot and numerically equal to the product of
the number of digits per time-slot and the num
ber of repetitions of that t ime-slot per second.

NOTJ: - The term may be qualified, for example,
'effective bit rate'.

2.1.7 Decision Instant (for a Digital Signal) 
The instant at which a decision is taken as to the
probable value of a signal element of a received
digital signal.

2.1.8 Decision Circuit (for a Digital Signal) 
A circuit that decides the probable value of a
signal element of a received digital signal.

2.1.9 Jitter ( in Digital Transmission s - Short
term variations in the significant instants of a
digital signal from their ideal positions in time.

2.1.10 WII1IdIr (in Digital T'DnsmisJiDn)
Long-term variations in the significant instants of
a digital signal from their ideal positions in time.

2.1.11 Time ItllmJal Error - The cumulative
drift of the significant instants of a digital signal
from their ideal poaitioDl in time, measured over
a specified period.

2.1.12 Timing Recovny - The derivation of a
cyclic timing signal from a received digital signal,
based on the periodicity of the digit time·slots.

2.1.13 Rdiming- Adjustment of the intervals
between the significant instants of a digital signal
by reference to a cyclic timing signal.

2.1.14 &gnrnillUJ" ( ofa DigitalSignal) - The
process of receiving a digital signal and recons
tructing it in a form in which the timing, wave
forms, and amplitudes of the signal elements are
constrained within the specified limits.

2.1.15 R'g",,,atDr - A device which performs
regeneration of a digital signal.

2.1.16 ByU (in Digital Transmission ) - A
specified number of binary digits, or signal ele
ments representing binary digits, operated on as
an entity.

NOTJ: - The term 'byte' it ofteD used .. a
lynoDym for 'octet' but thia uaage it Dot reccmmended.

2.1.17 OClet (in Digital Transmission) - A
group of eight binary digits, or eight signal
elements .representing binary digits, operated on
as an entity.

2.1.18 Digit Position - The position in time or
space into which a representation of a digit may
be placed.

2.1.19 Digital Filling - The addition of a
constant number of signal elements at regular
intervals to a digital signal to increase the digit
rate from its original value to a predetermined
multiple.

NOT:a 1 - The added aigDa' elemeuta are Dot
DormaUy uaed to trlUPmh iuformatioD,

N OTB 2 - The multiple Deed not be aD ineeger but
must be a rational Dumber, for example, 64162.

2.1.20 RI-iUrlllion - The repetition of the
signal elements of a given digital signal to change
the digit rate from its original value to a value
which is an integral multiple of the original digit
rate.
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Associated term:
To re-iterate

2.1.21 De-iteration - The process.applie~ to a
re-iterated signal for restoring the ongmal SIgnal.

2.1.22 &roiCl Digits; Huus'lcupi~ Digits;
.Ovnh,ad Digits ( USA ) - Ancillary signal ele
ments normally added at regular interVals to a
digitai signa] at the sending ~~ and removed at
the receiving end of a transrmssion path, mainly
used to ensure that when the sending equipment
carries out a process on the digital si~al,
particularly an aperiodic process, ~e receivmg
equipment carries out the corresponding comple
mentary process.

2.1.23 smal (DigiJaJ) Transmission - The
successive transmission of signal elements over a
single path between two points.

2.1.24 PllraU,l ( Digital) Transmission -. The
simultaneous transmission of a group of signal
clements over the appropriate number of parallel
paths between two points.

2.1.25 StriaJ-tD-Para/ltl COTlDm,,: Deseriali~1r.

StIltici.(.er ( deprecated) - A device for converting
a sequence of consecutive signal e1emen~ into a
correspondlng group of SIgnal elements which are
all presented simultaneously.

2.1.26 Parall,l-to-Serial C01Wl'1UTj Serialjzerj
D.J1UI11fickn ( deprecated) - A device lor convert
ing a group of signal elements, which are all
presented simultaneouely, into a corresponding
sequence of consecutive signal elements.

2.2 IJa. Cod.

2.2.1 Lin' Cod, - A code, chosen to suit the
characttristics of a transmission channel, defining
the equivalence between a set of digits, represen
ted by the signal elements of the transmitted
source signal, and the sequence of signal elements
in the corresponding line signal.

2.2.2 Lin, Encoding - The process ofapplying
the rules of a particular line code to a given set of
digits to derive the sequence of signal elements of
the line signal.

2.2.3 Lin' Digit Rotej ModtdtJlion lUlU ( depre
cated in this contcxt); Symbol RtJtI (deprecated)
In digital transmission, the number of signal
elements of the line signal transmitted per second
expressed in bauds. . ,

NOUI- The term 'modulation rate' il used in
telegraphy aDd data communication; it iI the reciprocal
or t he duration of unit intena.l or of the shorteat lignal
element. .

2.2.4 Eqvioalnrt Binary ConunI- The minimum
number of binary digits strictly necessary to
convey the same information as a defined number
0.£ consecutive signal elements in a given digital
S1~al.
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2.2.5 Equivol,trl Bit BDl. - The minimum value
of the bit rate ' strictly necessary. to convey. the
same information in the same time as a given
digital signal at a given digit rate.

2.2.6 ( Uniform) MultWa/1U Digi/~l Signa! - A
digital signal whose nominal permitted discrete
values form a set in which adjacent values differ
by the same constant amount.

NO'1'JI - A multivalue digi:al lignal is Ulually wed
at a line signal.

2.2.7 Nolw'lUJl. Valu, (of Q Uniform Mullivaltu
DigiJal Signal ) - The value of signal element of
a uniform multivalue digital signal, with the unit
of value being so chosen that adjace.nt values differ
by one unit according to the following rules:

a) For unbalanced signals, the lowest notional
value is zero;

b) For balanced signals having an even
number of permitted discrete values, the
notional values arc symmetrical about, but
omit zero; and

c) For balanced signals having an odd number
of permitted discrete values, the notional
values are symmetrical about and include
zero.

NO'nI- Examplel of notional valuel of uniform
multivalue digital signala are .. followv

Unbalanc,d signals
Binary 0 1
Ternary 0 1 2
~aternary 0 1 2 3
Quinary 0 1 2 3 4

BolQnced signals

Binary - i + i
Ternary - 1 0 + 1
Qpatemary - t - 1 + i + :
Quinary -2-10+1+2

2.1.8 Digitol Sum - The algebraic sum. or
the notional values of a sequence of consecutlVC

signal elements.

2.2.9 Disparity - The digital sum of one or
more consecutive signal elements forming a defined
group. .

2.2.10 DigitalSum VaritJlion ( ofQ liM Code ) 
The difference between the theoretical maximUIII
possible digital sum and the theoretical minimUIII
possible digital sum of consecutive signal de
ments of a uniform multivalue digital signal
produced by encoding, in accordance with a
given line code, all permitted sequences of signal
elements in the original signal.

2.2.11 BtJ1.tJnc,d Cod, - A line code producing
an encoded signal which has a finite digital S\llII
variation and which has no discrete zeCO'
frequency component in its power spectrum.

J1
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2.2.12 Pairld-Ditparil" (Ad. - A line code in
which the sequence of digib in the original signal
is divided into successive groups of digits, some
of which, when encoded, may be represented by
one of two combinations of signal elements of
equal and opposite disparity, the specific com
binations used being chosen such that the digital
sum tends to zero whenever possible, and in
which the oilier groups of digits, if any, in the
original signal are represented by combinatioDl
of signal clements of zero disparity.

2.2.13 .4llmlaJI MaTi IflDlTSion Cod,; .AMI;
Bimolar Cod. - A paired-disparity employing a
ternary signal to convey binary digits in which
the binary 1 states are represented by signal
elements that are normally of alternate positive
and negative polarity but equal in amplitude,
and in which binary 0 states are represented by
signal elements having zero amplitude.

NOT_- In telel(r&phy and data communication,
the binary I state it known AI the Z atate ( or 'mark' )
and the binary 0 stale it known .. the A state ( or
'space' ) ;

2.2.14 .AltmIaJI MaTk /tUJtTsiDn SigflJllj AMI
Sigruzl; Bipolar Signal - The encoded signal
produced by alternate mark inversion code.

2.2.15 .AllmlaJI Mark lnotTsion Violation; .AMI
VioltJlion; Bipolar Violation - A non-zero signal
element, in an alternate mark inversion signal ,
having the same polarity as the previous non-zero
signal element.

2.2,16 Modified Alternate Mark Inulrsion Code;
Modiftd AMI - A line code, based on alternate
mark inversion code, in which alternate mark
inversion violations occur in accordance with a
defined set of rules.

NOTE - Examples of such codes are HDB!, B6ZS.

2.2.17 RedundanJ Lin' Cod, - A line code using
more encoded signal elements than strictly
necessary to represent groups of digits of the
original signal.

2.2.18 Redandant DigitalSignal - The encoded
signal produced by encoding a given original
signal in accordance with a given redundant line
code.

NOTE - For a redundant N-ary digital signal. the
average binary equivalent content per encoded signal
element is less than log." bi ta.

2.2.19 Pseudo-Ternary Signal- A redundant
ternary digital signal which is derived from
a binary digital signal without change of line
digit rate.

Non - An altemative mark inversion signal is an
example of a pseudo-ternary signal.

2.2.20 Pseudo N-ary Signal - A redundant N·
ary digital which is derived from a M-ary digital
signal without change of the line digit rate and
for which N is greater than M.

2.2.21 Digit Sltplm&1 InJ,gril.J - The property
of a digital transmission channel, circuit, or
connection, that permits a digital signal to be
conveyed over it without change in the sequence
of the signal elements.

2.2.22 Oclft Slqut1l&l InJ'grity - The property
of a digital transmission channel, circuit, or
connection which permits a digital signal to be
conveyed over it without change in the sequence
of the octets.

2.2.23 Bit Sequmc, ItUiependtnCl - The property
of a binary transmission channel, circuit or
connection which permits all sequences of binary
signal elements to be conveyed over it as its
specified bit rate.

2.2.24 Qutui Bit Stqtune. ItUi,pnuhnel - The
property of a binary transmission channel, circuit,
or connection which permits almost all sequence.
of binary signal elements to be conveyed over it
as its specified bit rate, the exceptional sequences
being completely specified together with their
prohibition and allowance conditions.

2.2.25 Scrambl" ( in Digital Transmission) - A
device used to combine a digital signal with a
pseudo random sequence and intended to produce
a randomized digital signal which conveys the
same information and facilitates its transmission.

Associated term:
To scramble

2.2.26 DlScrambltT ( in Digital Transmission ) 
A device for processing a scrambled signal in
order to restore the original signal.

2.3 Digital Errors

2.3.1 Digital (Bit) Error - A difference be
tween a digit ( bit) in a transmitted digitalsignal
and the corresponding digit ( bit) in the received
digital signal.

2.3.2 Error Ratio; Error Rate ( Deprecated) 
The ratio of the number of digital errors received
in a specified period to the total number of digits
received in the same period.

NOTJI- Numerical ".lues of this ratio are usually
expr_ed in the form:

.. X IO-P

where I is a positive integer.

2.3.3 Bit Error Ratio; BER; Bit Error RaJI
( deprecated) - The error ratio for a binary
signal.

2.3.4 Error Multiplication; Error Extension
A property of a device which causes more than
one error to occur in its output signal when a
single digital error is present in its input signal.

NOD - Line decoden aDd descramblen are esam
plee of devices which may C&UIe error multiplication.
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2.3.5 Error Mullipl;caJwn Fodor - The ratio of
number of errors in the output signal to the
number of digital errors in the input signal.

NOTa _ The erro~ multiplication factor may.be
pllpr..srd u aD avnage value under defined operatlDl
conditionl. or rlee u the muimum value ~t could
mult from a liIIgle digital error iD the iDput Ilgnal.

2.3.6 Error Spread - The number of a con~-
cutive digits of the output signal ~)Ver ~b.ICh
digital errors are distributed when a 'lDgle ~iJ~tal
error in the input signal causes error multiphca
tion.

2.3.7 Errorld &cond ( EmJr,d Decisl&ond) 
That period of time, of duration one second
(one decisecond ) during which one or more
digital errors occur in a given digital signal.

2.3.8 Error-Fr" &cond ( Error-Fre, Ded-
second) - That period of time, of duration one
second ( one decisecond ) during which no digital
errors occur in a given digital signal.

2.3.9 Slip - The loss or gain of' :a digit time
slot or a set of consecutive digit time-slots in a
digital signal, and in which this loss or gain of
digit time-slots cannot be corrected.

2.3~10 Oeltt SLip - The loss or gain of eight
consecutive digit time-slots conveying an octet in
a digital signal, and in which this loss or gain of
the octet cannot be corrected.

2.3.11 Frame Slip - The loss or gain of a
complete frame of consecutive digit time-slots in a
digital signal, and in which this loss or gain of
the frame cannot be corrected.

2.3.12 COnholled Slip - The controlled loss or
gain of a set of consecutive digit time-slots in a
digital signal to enable it to accord with a digit
rate different from its own digit rate, and in
which this loss or gain of digit time-slots cannot
be corrected.

NOTW - The term may be qualified. for example,
cODtrolled OClftdip. CODtlolled frame llip.

2.3.13 UftConJroll,d Slip - The uncontrolled
lOIS or gain of a digit time-slot or a set of consecu
tive digit time-slots in a digital signal, possibly as
the result of an aberration of the timing processes
associated with transmission or switching of that
signal, and in which this loss or gain of digit time
slots cannot be corrected.

2.4 Diptal TJnUI.mi..ioJl Networb

2.4.1 Digi/al Distribruwn Fram. - A distri
bution frame for channels and circuits carrying
digital signals.

NOTII - A digital distribution frame may be quali
fied to indicate the dicit rate.

2.4.2 D!Ki!al &.ction - The whole of the meana
o~ tranS~SS1on, m .~th directiOIlJ unless other
WJBe specified, for digital signals of specified digit
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rate between two consecutive digital distribution
frames, or equivalent points.

NO'rJI- A digital eection ma,. be qualified to indi
cate iu d igit rate or multiplex order.

2.4.3 Digital Link; DigiJal Path (deprecated in
this sense) - A digital section or a number of
tandem-connected digital section operating at the
same digit rate between two digital distribution
framts, or tquivalent points, at which switches or
terminal equipmenu are connected.

NOTa I _ Terminal .quipmeDts are thOle at which
sisDAls at the lpecified digit rate criginate or terminate.

NO'1'lI: 2 - A digital link may be qualified to indi
cate its digit rare or multiplex order.

2.4.f Digital TransmissWn Systnn

2.4.4.1 An organized set of principles defin
ing a particular method of digital transmission.

2.4.4.2 A particular implementation of a
digital section comprising of: .

a) Transmission medium,
b) Terminal equipment,
c) Any necessary intermediate equipment, and
d) Any equipment provided for such ancillary

purposes as power feeding, supervision,
testing, etc:

2. ••5 Digital Lin6 Section - A digital section
implemented on a manufactured transmission
medium, such as a symmetric pair, a coaxial pair,
or an optical fibre.

2.f.6 Digital Lin' LinJc; Digital Lin« Path
( deprecated) - A digital link comprising a digital
line section or a number of tandem-connected
digital line sections.

2.4.7 Digital Lin' System - A digital trans
mission system providing a digital line section.

2.4.8 Digit4l RadiQ S,"ion - A digital section
implemented by means of radio waVC8.

2.4.9 Digital RadiQ Link; DigiJal Radio PaJIt
( deprecated ) - A digital link comprising of a
digital radio section or a number of tandem
connected digital radio sections.

2.4.10 Digital Radw Systnn - A digital tranS
mission system providing a digital radio section.

2.5 DIgital MaltipledDl

2.5.1 Digi/4l Multipl,xing - A fonn of time
di~sion multip.le~ng applied to digital channels
which convey digital signals.

2.5:2. Digital Multiplexer _ Equipment for
combm~, by time division multiplexing, two or
more tnbutary digital signals into a single com
posite digital signal.

~o:a - A digital multiplexer may be qualified !'Y
t~e. dlgU rate or the multiplex order of the compoeito
dlgttal lipal.
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2.5.3. Digital Demultiple:cer - Equipment ~
separating, b>: ~me ~ivision demultiplexing, o~
c~msp(lS1te. ~gI~ signal into its component
tributary digital signals.

No~.- A digilal demultiplexer may be qualified
by !he d~llt rate or the multiplez order of the composite
dIgItal .Ignal•

. 2.~.4 Digital .~ultiple:c Equipnunl - The com
bmati0!1 of a digital multiplexer and a digital
demultiplexer at the same location but working
in opposite directions.

NOTll I - The Mu~tjple~er an.d demulriplexer
mayor may Dot be combaned 1010 a IlIIgle equipment,

~oTJl2 - A .d~gital multiplez equipment may be
quahfied by the dIgIt rate or the multiplex order of the
composite digital .ilfD&l it bandles,

2.5.~ Digital Mulde" - The combination of a
digital multipl?er and a digital demultiplexer in
~e ~me equipment but working in opposite
directions,

.. No'l1C - A digiti I muldex may be qualified by the
dIgit rate or the multiplex order of the composite
digital signal it handles.

2.5.6 Digital Block - The combination of an
appropriate digital link and digital multiplex
equipment at its end.

NOTJI - A digital block is qualified by the digit
rate or the multiplex order of the digital link.

2.5.7 Digital MrJtiple:c Hierarch~ - A series of
!evels of digital multiplexing in which each level
IS characterized by a defined digit rate, and in
which each level handles a digital signal assem
bled by multiplexing digital signals of a lower
level.

.NOTJI - CCITT hal defined .ltaDdardPed digital
multiplex hierarchy.

2.5.8 Primary Digital Groupj Digroupj Pri""".1
Block (deprecated) - The assem,bly, by digital
multiplexing. of a specified number of digital
signals constituting the fint level of the standar~
dized digital multiplex hierarchy, operating at a
standardized digit rate of 1 544 or 2 048 kbitJs.

. NOTJI I - Normally, each tim_lot ItaI ll-digit
tim_loti aod aD effective digit rate of 64 kbit/l.
• NOTlI 2 - In DorMal usage. the term 'digroup'
u utee! ~o designate a primary digital group operatiDg
at a digit rate of I 544 cbit/I.

2-:».~ &c01Jdary Digital Group - The assembly
by. djgital ~ultiplexing. of a specified number of
prunarr dIgItal groups constituting the second
level ot the ~tandardizeddigital multiplex hierar
chy, operatmg at a standardized digit rate of
6 312 or 8 448 kbitJs.

2.~.~O Tertiary Digital Group - The assembly.
by digital multiplexing, of a specified number of
secondary digital groups constituting the third
level of the ~tandardizeddigital multiplex hierar
chy, operating at a standardised digit rate of
32 064, 34 468, or 44 736 kbit/s.

2.5.11 .q.WIImuIry, Digital Group - The assem
bly, by.digt~ ~ultIplexing. of a specified number
of tertiary digital groups constituting the fourth
level of the ~tandardized digital multiplex hierar
chy, operating at a standardized digit rate of
97 728 or 13 9264 kbit/s.

. 2.5.12 SUmdardit:.,d Digital Signal - A digital
signal havi.ng ~ digit rate standardized by
C.C,rIT, pl';'manly for use in the standardized
digital multiplex hierarchy.

NOTli I - A Itandardized digital lignal mayor
~ar no~ be a multiplexed auembly of Itaodardiud
dIgItal slgnall from a lower hierarchical level.

NOTE 2 - Enmples of luch lipal. are 'ltandardi
z~ 2 O~ kbit!. ~italligJJal' and 'standlrdized« 736
kblt/s digital SIgnal which may be abbreviated to '2' Ci48
kbit/S digitallignal' aDd'44 796 kbit/. digital ligoal' 'or
bv convention, to '2 Mbit/l l ignal' aDd '45 Mbit/~
signal ",

.2.5.13. Standardi~ed 64 kbitls Digital Signal; 64
kbltls StgMl - A standardized digital signal
having a standardized digit rate of 64 kbit/s and
which constitutes the normal basis of a primary
digital group.

2.6 JustifteadOD

2.6.1 ]wtijictJtion,' Prds, Sluffing - The process of
changing the digit rate of a dig ital signal in a
controlled manner without loss or mutilation of
information,

NO'1'II-JUlti6catioD it UIUa1ly employed.. aD
adjUDCt to digital multiplexing to euble tbe multiplez
iDg to be applied. to tributuy clwtDell that ue Dot
IyDchroDind to the multipln equipment. Where tbi.
g done, the origioalligDal of eachchaDnel it iodepeod
_tly junified.

Associated terms:

To justify, to stufF

2.6.2 Justification Instant, Stuffing Instant - An
instant at which zero, one, or two digits or the
original digital signal are transmitted according
to the timing relationship between the time-slots
of the original signal and the time-slots provided
for conveying that signal.

2.6.3 ]ustifiahu Digit Trt1II-Slot,' Slrdfabll Di,iJ
Ttnu.Slot - A time-slot provided aft regular time
intervals for jwtification of a digital signal.

2.6.4 Jrutifiyi"g Digit,' Stuffing Digit - An
arbitrary digit inserted in a justifiable digit time
slot when the prevailing timing relationship does.
not require the transmis~ion or a digit or the
original signal at that instant.

u.s ]rutijicatio" Smu, Digit; StujJing Serui«
Digit _ A digit that transmits information con
cerning the action taken at a justification instant. 



2.6.6 POJit;DI Justification; POJi/iDI Pulse Shgfing 
A method of justification in which the digit time
.lots used to convey a digital signal have a digit
rate that is always higher than the digit rate of
the original signal, and in which at each justifi
cation instant, depending on the prevailing
conditions, either

a) no digit of the original is transmitted but,
instead, a justifying digit is transmitted in
the justifiable digit time-slot, or

b) one digit of the original signal is trans-
mitted in the justifiable digit time-slot,

with these two alternative justification statCl
being indicated by unique signals formed from
justification service digits.

2.6.7 NegalWl Justijieation; Negative Puis,
Stuffing - A method of justification in which the
digit time-.lots used to convey a digital signal
have a digit rate that is always lower than the
digit rate of the original signal, and in which at
each justification instant, depending on the pre
vailing conditions, either

a) one digit of the original signal is trans
mitted in the justifiable digit time-slot, or

b) -two digits of the original signal are trans
mitted, one in the justifiable digit time
slot with the other digit being removed
and then transmitted by other means,

with these alternative justification states being
indicated by unique signals formed from justifica
tion service digits.

2.6.8 PositUw/Zero/NegaJivf ]ustijieation; PositifJel
Zlro/P,gatWI Ptdr, Stuffing - A method ofjustifi

cation in which the digit time-slots used to convey
a digital signal have a digit rate that, at various
times, may be higher than, the same as, or lower
than the digit rate of the original signal, and in
which at each justification instant, depending on
the prevailing conditions, either

a) no digit of the original is transmitted but,
instead, a justifying digit is transmitted in
the justifiable digit time-slot, or

b) one digit of the original is transmitted in
the justifiable digit time-siot, or

c) two digits of the original lignal are trans
mitted; one in the justifiable digit time-slot
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with the other digit being removed and
then transmitted by other means,

with these three -a lternative justification states
being indicated by u?ique signals' formed from
justification service digIts.

2.6.9 Justifietltion Rtlte; St'!lfing !lat, -. ~he
number of instants per second at which a d igital
signal is justified either by the . i,?sertion of a
justifying digit or by the tranStD1SS10n of one of
the digits of that signal by other means.

2.6.10 Nomintll JustifictlJion Rtlte; Hominid
Stuffing RIJJ8 - The justification rate which theore
tically would occur if the original signal and the
channel provided for conveying it by justification
were both to have their nominal digit rates.

2.6.11 Justifietltion Capacity; Stuffiing Capacity;
Maximum Justification Rtltt; Maximum StuJling
Rat, - The maximum possible justification rate
that can be accommodated by the justification
process.

Nom 1 - In practice, the tolerance limit. on the
digit rates of the original . ignal and the channel pro
vided for conveying it by justification ahall be sueb that
the justification rate is alwaY' 1_ than the justifi
cation capacity.

No'Dl 2 - Because of the confu.ion which .rile'
from the dmilarity of the tenna 'maximum juatifieation
rate' and 'maximum juatification ratio', it is strongly
recommended that 'justification capacity' shall be used
inatead of the fint of these terms.

2.6.12 JustijieaJion Rtltio; SlujfUlg RtlJio - The
ratio of the justification rate to the justification
capacity.

2.6.13 NominDl JustifictlJion Ratio; Nominal
Stuffing Rtltio - The justification ratio that occurs
when the original digital signal and the channel
provided for conveying it by justification both
have their nominal digit rates.

2.6.14 Maximum ( Minimum) Justification Ratio;
MtlXimum ( MinUnnm) Stuffing &tio - The justi
fication ratio that occurs when the digit rate of
the original digital signal is at its lower ( upper )
tolerance limit and the digit rate of the channel
provided for conveying it by justification is at its
upper ( lower ) tolerance limit.

NO'l'JI - The maximum aDd mfDjmum jlUtificatiotl
ratios are the limiting values that CAn actually occur
under practical operating conditioDJ.
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Indian Standard

ELECTROTECHNICAL VOCABULARY
PART IS TRANSMISSION

Section 5 Pulse Code Modulation

1. SCOPE

1.1 This standard ( Part 65/Sec 5 ) covers defini
tions of terms relating to pulse code modulation.

2. TERMINOLOGY

2.1 Basic Tenns in Paise Code ModuiatioD.

2.1.1 Analogw-to-Digita/ Convmion; AID Conver
sion - A process designed to convert an analogue
signal into a digital signal with essentially the
same information.

NOTB - There is always lome minor loss of infor
mation in analogue-to-digital conversion,

2.1.2 Digital-to-Analogw Conversion; DIA Conver
sion - A process designed to convert a digital
signal into an analogue signal .with essentially the
same information.

NOTll - Normally, there iI no agni6\=ant loti of
information in digital-ta-analogue conversion.

2.1.3 ( Generic) Puls. Cod, Modulation; Gnuric
PCM - Any form of analogue-to-digital conver
sion that employs sampling, quantizing, and
encoding to convert an analogue signal into an
equivalent digital signal.

Non: - The Ihortened term 'Pulse code modula
tion' ia widely used in the geJIeric teDle defined above.

2.1.4 (Bam) Puls, Cadi Modulation; (Basic)
PCM - A process in which

a) a signal is sampled,
b) each sample is quantized independently of

other samples, and
c) the succession on quantized values is con

verted by encoding into a digital signal.

2.1.5 Differential Puls, Cod' Modulation; DPCM
- A process in which

a) a signal is sampled;
b) the difference between each sample an~ its

predicted value derived from the prCVlOUS
sample(s), is quantized; and

c) the succession of quantized values is con
verted by encoding into a digital signal.

2.1.6 Prediction (in Diffmntial . Puls.' Cod'
Modulation ) _ The process of estJmatton .the
value of a sample from the succession of prCVlOW
samples or quantized values.

Associated terms:
Prediction law, predictor

2.1.1 Delta Modulation; (M) - A form of diffe
rential pulse code modulation in which only the
sign of the difference between each sample and
its predicted value is encoded by a single bit.

2.1.8 AdaptW, Differential Puls, Cod, Modulation;
ADPCM - A form of differential pulse code
modulation in which the prediction law and/or
the quantizing law are automatically adjusted
according to some characteristic of the signal or
channel concerned.

2.1.9 Adaptiv, Prediction (in ADPCM) - Pre
diction in which one or more parameters oC trn.
process are automatically adjusted according to
some characteristic of the signal or channel con
cerned.

Associated term:
Adaptive predictor

2.2 SampUag in PaIse Code Modalatioa

2.2.1 Sample ( of 12 Signal) - A representative
value of a signal at a chosen instant, derived from
the relevant portion of that signal.

NOTJI- Ideally, the value of a sample is equal to
the value of a given ligna! at a chOleD instant; in prac
tice, it is equal or proportional to a w~ighted average
of the varying value of the ligna! n~ar this instant.

2.2.2 Sampling ( of12 Sign41 ) - The process of
taking samples of a signal, usually at equal time
intervals.

Associated term:
To sample ( a signal )

2.2.3 Sampling R4U; Sampling FrequtnC, - The
number of samples of a signal taken per unit
time.

2.2.4 Aliasing; Fo/dovn Distortion - The distor
tion caused by sampling a signal at an inappro
priate rate and which results in overlapping of
the sidebands.

2.3 Q.uaatUiag in Pulse Code ModalatioD.
2.3.1 QllIUItking - A process in which a conti

nuOUS range of values that a quantity may assume
is divided into a number of predetermined adja
cent intervals, and in which any value within a
given interval is represented by a single pre
determined value within the interval.

Associated terms:
To quantize, quantizer
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2.3.2 Quant~ng Interval - One of the adjacent
intervals used in quantizing.

2.3.3 Quanti~ed Value - The single discrete
value wed to represent any value in a particular
quantizing interval.

2.3.4 Decision Valu« - A value defining the
boundary between two adjacent quantizing
intervals.

2.3.5 Virtual Decision Valu, - Each of the two
values obtained by extrapolation from the actual
decision value•.

NOTII - Tbeae .,.Iuea are tabn to represent bypa
tbetical outer bound. (or the two elltrrme quantiz.illg
iaterval. o( the quanti:zial law.

2.3.6 QJla"ti~i"g Latu; Coding lAw ( deprecated)
- A law in quantizing that defines:

a) The number of quantizing intervals,
b) The virtual decision values,
c) The decision values,
d) The quantized values, and
e) Wherc appropriate, the rules governing

adaptive working.

NOTII - Eumpl8 ....e quanti:zi:og law. A and mu
atandardized by CCITT for voice-(requeocy ligna'i.

2.3.7 U"ijOml Q!lantiv"l - Quantizing in
which all the quantizing intervals lying between
the two virtual decision values are equal.

2.3.1 No"·Unifoma Quanhvng - Quantizing in
which not all the quantizing intervals lying be
tween the two virtual decision values are equal.

2.3.9 .AdaptiDf QllantiVnl - Qpantizing in
which one or morc paramcten of thil process arc
automatically adjusted according to some charac
teristic of the signal or the channel concerned.

2.3.10 Wodilll Rang, ( of a Qpantizer ) - The
range of input values to a quantizer lying between
the two virtual decision valuea. .

NO'B - The diltOttioa iD quaoti:riDg iI conyen
tionally attributed to overload diltonioa for valuel fall.
iDS oubide the workiDI J1IIIIe.

:U.1l LotJIl CaJH1&i9 ( of II Q]uvrti~,,);~
Potnt ( deprecated) - The level of a sinwoidaJ
signal whose positive and negative peaks coincide
with the virtual decillion values in basic pulse code
modulation.

2.112 p,aI; Limiting ( in ~I) - The
effect whereby any value to be .quantized lying
outside the working range is replaced by the
nearest quantized value.

2.3.13 Qfla1tlizing Distortioll; ~g Nois,
The distortion of a signal resulting from the pro
cess of quantizing samples of the COrresponding
original signal within the working range.
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2.3.lf Overload Distortion (in Basic Puis, Cod,
Modulation) - The distortion of a signal result
ing from peak limiting in quantizing.

2.3.15 Slope Ovnload Distortion (in DPCM ) 
The distortion due to peak limiting in a DPCM
quantizer.

NOTJI - Slope overload distortion arises from the
inability of the quanti:zer to respond adequately to large
differences among a succession of ..mplra applied to
the iaput or the DPCM .y.tem.

2.f CocUas hi Pulse Code Moduladoll

2.4.1 Encoding (in Puls« Cod, Modulation) 
The process of representing a given quantized
value by a set of digits in accordance with a
defined set of rules.

2.f.2 PulseCode - A set of rules defining the
equivalence between each quantized value and
the particular set of digits wed to represent it.

2.f.3 PCM Binary Code - A pulse code in
which the quantized values, from the most nega
tive to the most positive, are identified by binary
numbrrs taken in natural order.

2.4.f Symmttrical Binary Cod, - A pulse code
in which the positive or negative sign of a quan
tized value is represented by one binary digit,
and in which the magnitude is represented by the
remaining digits.

NOTJI - Tbe order of tbe digits and tbe use made
of the biaary 'Ymbols 0 and I in the various digit posi
tioOl must be apecified.

2.f.5 Cod, Word (in PuLu Cod, ModuiaJion);
PCM Word - A set of digits representing a quan
tized value in basic pulse code modulation or
differential pulse code modulation.

NOTJI - A set of signal element. repreaenting •
code word. is aometimea called a 'character .ignal' by
anallllY With telegrapby and data communication. Thi.
uaage iI deprecated.

2.f.6 Deeoding (in Pulse Code Modulation) 
The process applied to a succession ofcode words
for restoring the original signal.

. 2.f.7 PFM. Encoder - A device for implement
mg encodmg m pulse code modulation.

. 2.f.8 P~M.Decod" - A device for implement
mg decoding 10 pulse code modulation.

2.f.9 PCM Cod,,; PCM E1I&oder-Dteoder - An
assembly of a PCM encoder and a PCM decoder
opc~ating in opposite directions, in the same
equipment.

NOTJI- The meaniDg ohheterm it often widened
t? embrace an alllembly of equipment for quantizing a
IIgnal s~mple.. encodiDg the quandaed value aa a code
word ge.Dentlllg the required digital sigoal, aed for
~rfor:ol1ng the complementary process.. in tbe oppo
SIte direction.
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2.4.10 Transcoding ( in Puls« Code Modulation) _
Th~ conversion of a.succession of PCM words, in
a. grven pulse code, into the corresponding succes
sion of.PCM words. representing the equivalent
succession of quantized values in another pulse
code.

NOTE - The term may be qualified to indicate the
particular pulse codes concerned.

Associated term:

Transcoder

2.4.11 Digital Test Sequence; DrS - A defined
se.quence of digits used for testing digital transmi
SSIon syste~.

. NOTE - An example of a digital cesc sequence is
a specified pseudo-random sequence.· .

2....12 PCM Digital Referen« Sequence; DRS
A defined sequence of PCMcode words which
when applied to an ideal PCM decoder, produces
a OdBmO sinusoidal reference signal at a partie
cular test reference frequency .

NOTE - Examples of test reference frequencies are
804 Hz and 1 020 Hz.

2.5 Multiplesing in Pulse Code Modulation

2.5.1 (PCM) (Tel,phon,) Chan",l - A
channel that has a standardized effective digit
rate suitable for transmission of telephone quality
speech in multichannel PCN· transmission, . and
that occupies one of a number of channel time
slots in the frame.

NOTJC 1 - In most multichannel PCM sy.tema
using basic pulse code modulacion the standardized
effective digic rate is 64 kbit/••

NOTE 2 - Signals. ocher chan .peech .ignals. hav
ing appropriate specified characterislics may occupy
the whole or parc of a PCM telephone channel.

2.5.2 PCM Multiplex Equipm,nt - Equ ipment
f~r .derivin~ a single digital signal at a defined
digit rate ~r0rJ.l several voice-frequency channels
by a combinanon of pulse code modulation and
time-division multiplexing, and also for carrying
out complementary functions in the opposi te
direction of transmiaaion.

NO'l'II - The liDlle digital lignal is normally chat
of a primary digital group.

2.5.3 Prirn4ry PCM Group A - A primary digi
tal group of PCM channela, usually 30, auembled
by PCM multiplex equipment which \lIei the
<?CIIT quantizing law A; the composite digital
SIgnal has a frame consisting of 32 octet time.
slots and operates at a digit rate of 2 048 kbit/s .

NOT!! - Tbis term Ibould be Ultd only wben ali
the available cbannell are used .. PCM cb&llDels.

2.5.4 Primary PCM Group mil - A primary digi
tal group of 24 PCM channels assembled by PCM
multiplex equipment which USei the CCITT
quantizing law mu; the composite digital signal
has a frame consisting of 24 octet time-slots and
a single digit time-slot, and operates at a digil
rate of I 544 kbit/s.

NOTII - This cerm should be used only wben all
the available channel. are used u PCM eh&llnell.

2.5.5 Trtm.smultipleri"K - The conversion of a
frequency division multiplexed signal, such as a
group or a supergroup, .into a corresponding
digital multiplexed signal which haa the .ame
structure and channels as if it were derived from
PCM multiples equipment, and the complemen
tary process in the opposite direction of transmi
ssion.

Associated term:
Transmultipleser
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INDEX

NOT. _ Thia iDdu hal been prepared in accordance with IS : 1275-1976-. Index numbers are rhe clause
numbers.
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teleco~municatiOD 2.4.3. Sec I
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Clock 2.1.9, Sec 3
muter 2.1.11. Sec 3
reference 2.1.10. Sec 3

Couial pair 2.2.5. Sec}
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inversion 2.2.13, Sec 4
modified 2.2.16. Sec 4

Code
b~lanced 2.2.11. Sec 4
b!p?I.ar 2.2.13, Sec 4
d!V1slon multiplell:iDg 2.8.8. Sec I
hne 2.2.1. Sec 4
paired-disparity 2.2.12, Sec 4
PCM binary 2.4.3. Sec 5
pulse 2.4.2. Sec 5
redundant line 2.4.17. Sec4
symmet.rical binary 2.4.4. Sec 5
word ( III pulse code modulatioD) 4

Coding law ( deprecat d) 236 . S 2.,2•• •5. see s
Control" e. .• ec 5

!lng repeater station 2.6.3. Sec I
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Controlled slip 2.3.12, Sec 4
Converter

parallel-to-serial 2.1.26, Sec 4
serial-to'parallel 2.1.25, Sec 4

Cyclic
control signal 2.1. 7, Sec 3
time-.cale 2.1.2, Sec 3
timing .ignal 2.1.6, See 3

D.

D/A conversion 2.1.2, See 5
Decision

circuit 2.1.8, Sec 4
matant 2.1.7, Sec4
value 2.3.4 Sec 5

Decoding ( in pulse code modulation) 2.4.6, Sec 5
De-iteration 2.1.21, Sec 4
Delta modulation 2.1.7, Sec 5
Democratic mutually aynchronized network 2.3.5, Sec :3
Demultiplex, to 2.8.3, Sec 1
Demultiple:a:ed 2.8.3, Sec I
Demultiplexer 2.8.14, Sec I

digital 2.5.3, Sec"
Demultiplexing 2.8.3, See I
Dependent repeateratation 2.6.7, Sec I
Derived channel 2.8.4, Sec I
Descrambler 2.2.26, Sec 4
Deserializer 2.1.26. Sec 4
Differential pulse code

modulation 2.1.5. Sec 5
adaptive 2.1.8, Sec 5
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housekeeping 2.1.22, Sec"
justification service 2.6.5. Sec 4
justifying 2.6.4. Sec 4
overhead 2.1.22, Sec"
poeition 2.1.18, Sec 4
rate 2.1.4, Sec 4
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effective, 2.1.16, Sec 4
line, 2.2.3. Sec ..
H·ary, 2.1.5. Sec ..
ternary 2.1.5, Sec 4

sequence integrity 2.2.21, Sec 4
service 2.1.22, Sec 4
stuffing 2.6 .4, Sec"

service 2.6.5, Sec"
time slot 2.1.2. Sec"
time-slot, justifiable 2.6.3, Sec ..
time-slot, .tuffable 2.6.3, Sec 4

Digital
block 2.5.6, Sec"
demultipll!Xer 2.5.3, Sec"
distribution frame 2.".1, Sec"
errors 2.3, Sec 4
fiJling 2.1.19, Sec"

Digital group
primary 2.5.8, Sec"
quaternary 2.5.11, Sec"
lecondary 2.5.9, Sec"
tertiary 2.5.10, Sec 4

D igital line
link 2.4.6. Sec"
path ( deprecated) 2.4.6, Sec 4
IeCtion 2.4.5, Sec 4
syltem 2.4.7, Sec 4

Digital link 2.4.3, Sec"
Digital

muldex 2.5.5, Sec 4 S"
multiplex equipment 2.5.4, ec
multiplex hierarchy 2.5.7. Sec"
multiplexer 2.5.2, Sec"
multiplexing 2.5, Sec" Sec ..
path ( deprecated) 2.4.3,
radio link 2.4.9. Sec 4
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Digital radio
patb ( deprecated) 2.4.9, Sec ..
lection 2.4.8. Sec 4
lY.tem 2.4.10, Sec 4
reference lequence 2.4.12, Sec5
.eclion 2.4.2, Sec 4

Digital'iBMl 2.1.5, Sec I
binary :l.l.3 Sec 4
multivaJue 2.2.6, Sec 4
H-ary 2.1.5,.Sec"
redundant 2.2.18, Sec ..
ataDdardized 2.5.12, Sec.
uniform multivalue 2.2.6, Sec ..
64 Itbit/. 2.5.13, Sec ..

Dilital .um 2.2.8, Sec ..
variation 2.2.10, Sec ..
telt aequeuce 2.4.11, Sec 5

Digital-to-analogue conversion 2.1.2, Sec 5
Digital tranamillion 2.4, Sec4, 2.1.8, Sec I

parallel
.erial 2.1.27, Sec 4
ayltem 2.4.4, Sec 4

Digroup 2.5.8, Sec 4
Direct

line filter 2.3.7, Sec 2
tbroulh-coanection fileer 2.3.7, Sec2
point 2.3.8, Sec 2
transfer filter 2.3.7, Sec 2

Directly-powered repeater lUlion 2.6.5, Sec I
Disable ( an ecbo control) 2.7.12, Sec 1
Diaabling ( in echo control) 2.7 .12, Sec I
Diacrettoly-timed .ignal 2.1.4, Sec I
Dgparity 2.2.9, Sec 4
Dittortion

foldover 2.2.4, Sec 5
overload 2.5.14, Sec 5
quantizing 2.3.13, Sec 5
Ilope overl«*! 2.3.15, Sec 5

Distributed frame alignment .ignal 2.2.6. Sec 3
Diltribution frame

digital 2.4.1, Sec •
BfOUP ( etc) 2".2, Sec 2
repeater 2.1.8, Sec 2

Double-ended I'ftlchroDiPtion 2.3.16, Sec 5
Double phantom circuit 2.3.9, Sec I
DPCM 2.1.5, 3ec 5
DRS 2.4.12, Sec 5
DTS 2.4.11, Sec 5
Dynamiciur ( deprecated) 2.1.26, Sec 4

B

Earth
phantom circuit 2.3.7, Sec I
return 2.2.5, Sec I

circUit 2.3.4. Sec I
Echo 2.7.1, Sec 1

C&Dcellation 2.7.10, Sec I
C&Dcellor 2.7.11, Sec 1
cootrol 2.7 .2, Sec 1
aupre.aion 2.7.3, Sec )
aup~ 2.7.', Sec 1

full 2.7.5, Sec I
half 2.7.6. Sec 1
split 2.7.6 , Sec I

EfFective digit rate 2.1.6. Sec.
Elementary

cable lectioD 2.5.7, Sec I
resenerated section 2.5.9, Sec 1
reaeneratCll' lCCtion2.5.9, Sec I
repeater .ection 2.5.8, Sec I

EDablinK ( in echo control) 2.7.13, Sec 1
Eocodi

( in ~M) 2.4.1, Sec 5
Equivalent

binary coateDt 2.2.4, Sec 4
bit rate, 2.2~ Sec 4

 



Error
di.ital 2.5.1. Sec 4
multiplication 2.3.4, Sec 4

factor 2.3.~. Sec 4
rate ( deprecated) 2.!UI. Sec 4
bit ( deprecated) 2.3.4. Sec 4
ratio 2.3.2; Sec 4

bit 2.3.3, Sec 4
Iprdd 2.3.6. Sec 4

Enored
decilecood 2.3.7. Sec 4
aecoacl 2.3.7, Sec f

Enor-free
deciMcoDd 2.5.8. Sec 4
MICODd 2.5.8. Sec 4

..
roM 2.8.5. Sec I
FDM

link 2.3.4. Sec2
ayltem, multichanDel 2.8.11. Sec I
telephone channel 2.2.6, Sec 2
transmillion. multichatmeI2.8.11. Sec I

Fifteen'lupergroup auembly 2.2.28. Sec 2
buic 2.2 .27, Sec 2
connection point 2.3.8. Sec 2
dutributiOD frame 2.3.6, Sec 2 •
refereDce pilot 2.4.7, Sec 2
hypergroup 2.2.31. Sec 2

Fill"r direct
Foldover diltortioD, 2.2.4, Sec 5
Four-wire

circui~ 2.4.16, Sec 1
traDImiaioD. VI. 15, Sec 1

Frame 2.2.1, Sec 3
alignment 2.2.3, Sec 3

recovery time 2.2.8, Sec 3
ligaal 2.2.4 Sec 3

diltributed 2.2.6. Sec 3
time-llot 2.2.7, Sec 3

llip 2.3 .11. Sec 4
ltart 2.2.2. Sec 3

aDd c:haDnell 2.2. Sec 3
Frequency

band. 2.1.2 Sec 2
compari8on pilot 2.4.5, Sec 2
derived chatmel 2.8.4. Sec 1
division multip1exill8 2.2, Sec 2
IpeCtrum 2.1.1 Sec2 .
traDllatioD 2.2.1. Sec 2

Full echo IUPPrellOr 2.7.5, Sec 1

G

Generic
PCM 2.1.3, Sec 5

pu1le code moduIatioD 2.1.3, Sec 5
go chatmel 2.4,4, sec 1

Group 2.2.8 Sec 2
A {obsolete terms}. 2.2.9. Sec2
B ( obsolete ) 2.2.1, Sec 2
distribution Cratne 2.3.2, Sec 2
link 2.3.6. Sec 2
modulatiq equipment 2.2.12, Sec 2
reference pilot 2.4.3, Sec 2
section 2.3.5. Sec 2
translating equipmeDt, 2.2. 13. Sec 2

Guard band 2.2.5. Sec 2

B

HalfecholUp~ 2.7.6, Sec 1
HFRDP 2.3.1, Sec 2
Hierarchic

ayuchroniZed netwoB 2.3.6, Sec 3
lIlutually Iynchronized netwodt 2.5.7, Sec 3
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High frequency repeater distributiOD frame 2.3.1, Sec 2
Highway 2.2.12. Sec 5
HOUJekeeping digiti 2.1.22, Sec 4
Hypergroup .

connection polDt 2.3.30. Sec 2

I

Information 2.1.1. Sec I
bocbroDoua 2.1.12, Sec 5

bum 2.1.13, Sec 5

J
Jitter 2.1.9. Sec 4
JUltifiable digit tim_lot 2.6.!!, Sec 4
JUltification 2.6. Sec 4

capacity 2.6.11. Sec 4
instant 2.6.2. St'C 4
Degative 2.6.7. Sec 4
politive 2.6.6, Sec"
pOlitive/zero/negative, 2.6.8 Sec"
rate 2.6.9. Sec 4

maximum 2.6.11, Sec 4
nominal 2.6,10, Sec 4

ratio 2.6.12, Sec 4
maximum 2.6.14, Sec4
minimum 2.6.14, Sec 4

Justi6cation
ratio nominal 2.6.13, Sec 4
service dig it 2.6.5, Sec 4

Justify, to 2.6.1, Sec 4
JUltifying service digit 2.6.5, Sec 4

L

Line 2.4.6, Sec I
digit rate 2.2.3, Sec 4
encoding 2.2.2. Sec 4

link 2.4.7, Sec 2
digital 2.4.6. Sec 4

path, digital ( deprecated) 2.4.6, Sec 4
section, digital 2.4.5. Sec f
signal 2.4.7, Sec"
IYltem digital 2.2.2, Sec 1
transmiuian 2.4.6. Sec 1

Line code 2 .2, Sec 4
redundant 2.2.17, Sec 4

Link
digital 2.4.3. Sec 4

liDe 2.4.6. Sec 4
radio 2.4.9, Sec 4

line 2.4.7, Sec 1
radio 2.4.8, Sec 1
Iynchronization 2.3.11, Sec 3
traDlminion 2•• •6, Sec I

Load capacity ( oCa quantizer) 2.3.11, Sec 5
Locally-eoutroll~ repeater station 2.6.2, Sec I
Locally-derived Iyachronization lignal 2.3.19, Sec~.

II
Muter clock 2.1.11, Sec!!
Maltergroup 2.2.18, Sec 2

A ( obsolete terD1) 2.2.19, Sec 2
B ( obsolete terD1 ), 2.2.20, Sec 2
basic 2.2.19, Sec 2 .
modulating equipment 2.2.21, Sec 2
nference pilot 2.4.5. Sec 2
traDilating equipmeut 2.2.22, Sec 2

Muimum
jUitification rate 2.6.11. Sec 4
justification ratio 2.6.I4. Sec"
stufting rate 2.6.11, Sec 4
sluffing ratio 2.6.14. Sec 4

Metallic circuit 2.3.1, Sec I
balanced 2.5.2, Sec 1
unbalaue:ed 2.3.3, Sec • 
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Minimum
justification ratio 2.6.14. Sec 4
stuffing ratio 2.6.14, Sec 4

Modified
alternate mark inversion code 2216 S 4
AMI 2.2.16. Sec4 .• • ec

Modulat~ng equipment, group (etc) 2.2.17, Sec 2
Modulation rate ( deprecated), 2.2.3, Sec 4
Muldem 2.8.15, Sec I
Muldex 2.8.15. Sec I

digital 2.5.5. Sec 4
Multichaonel

FDM system 2.8.11. Sec I
FDM traDlmiaion 2.8.11. Sec I
PCM system 2.8.12, Sec I
PCM transmission 2.8.12. Sec 1

Multichannel carrier
system 2.8.11. Sec I
transmission 2.8.11. Sec I

Multiframe 2.2.15. Sec 3
alignment 2.2.16, Sec 3

signal 2.2.17. Sec I
Multiplex 2.8.1, Sec I

equipment
digital 2.5.4. Sec 4
PCM 2.5.2. Sec 5

hierarchy. digital 2.5.7. Sec ...
signal 2.8.2, Sec 1
system 2.8.9, Sec I

to 2.8.1. Sec I
transmission 2.8.9, Sec I

Multiplexed 2.8.1, Sec I
signal 2.8.2, Sec I
tral1smission 2.8.9. Sec I

Multiplexer 2.8.13, Sec I
digital 2.5.2, Sec 4

Multiplexing
code division 2.8.8. Sec I
digital 2.5.1. Sec ...
frequency division 2.8.5, Sec 1
in pulse code modulation 2.5, Sec 5
time division 2.8.7. Sec I
wavelength division 2.8.6. Sec 1

Multivalue digital lignal. uniform 2.2.6, Sec 4
Mutually synchronized network 2.3.4. Sec 3

N

H-ary
digit rate 2.1.5. Sec 4
digital ligna1 2.1.3, Sec 4

Negative
justification 2.6.7. Sec 4
pulse Ituffing 2.6.7. Sec 4

Network
asynchronoul 2.3.2, Sec 3
democratic mutually aynchrODised 2.3.5, Sec 3
hierarchic

synchronized 2.3.6. See 5
mutually synchronized 2.3.7. See 3

mutually synchronized 2.3.4, Sec 3
. Don1ynchronised 2.3.2, Sec 5
piesichronoul 2.3.3, Sec 3
Iynchronisation 2.3.12, Sec 3
synchronized 2.3.1, Sec 3
synchronoUi 2.3.1. Sec 3

Node, synchronization 2.3.10. Sec 3
Nominal justification

rate, 2.6.10 Sec 4
ratio 2.6.13. Sec 4

Nominal stuffing rate 2.6.10, Sec'"
NomiDal stuffing ratio 2.6.13. Sec 4
Non-.ynchronized network 2.3.2, Sec 3
Non'lynchronOUI 2.1.18. Sec 3

network 2.3 2. Sec 4
Non-uniform quantizing 2.3.8. Sec 5
Notional value 2.2.7. Sec ..

o
Octet 2.1.17. Sec"

ie9uence integrity 2.2.22. Sec ...
shp 2.3.10. Sec 4

One-way 2.1.11, Sec I
Out-of-frame alignment time 2.2.9. Sec 3
Overhead digiu 2.1.26. Sec 4
Overload

distortion 2.3.14. Sec 5
point ( deprecated) 2.3.11. Sec 5

p

Pair
coaxial 2.2.5, Sec I
symmetrical 2.2.4. Sec I

Paired-disparity code 2.2.12. Sec 4
Parallel \ digital tranamiaion) 2.1.24. Sec 4
~C~lel to-serial converter 2.1.26. Sec'"

basic 2.1.4. Sec 5
binary code 2.4.3. Sec 5

PCM
channel 2.5.1. Sec 5
codec 2.4.9. Sec 5
decoder. 2.4.8. Sec 5
digital reference sequence 2.4.12. Sec 5
encoder 2.4.7. Sec 5

decoder 2.4.9. Sec 5
generic 2.1.3, Sec 5
group A 2.5.3. Sec 5

mu 2.5.4, Sec 5
mulfiplez equipment 2.5.2. Sec 5
system, multichannel 2.8.12, Sec I
telephone channel 2.5.1. Sec 5
transmission, multichannel 2.8.12, Sec I
word·2.4.5. Sec 5

Peak limiting 2.3.12. Sec 5
Phantom

circuit 2.3.8. Sec 1
double 2.3.9. Sec 1
earth 2.3.7, Sec 1

Phase relationabip 2.1.4, Sec 3
Pilot

lP'OUP ( etc ) refennc:e 2.4.3. See 2
reference 2.4.2. Sec 2
aignaJ 2.4.1. Sec 2

PleaichroooUi 2.1.17. Sees
PleaichroDOUI network 2.3.3. Sec 3
Poaitive jUitification 2.6.6. Sec.
POIitive pube atuflinc 2.6.6, Sec.
Poaitive/zero/rJel8tive

justification 2.6.8, Sec.
stuffing 2.6.8. Sec •

Power.feeding repeater atatioa 2.6.6. Sec 1
Prediction

adaptive 2.1.9. Sec 5
law 2.1.6. SeeS

Predictor 2.1.6. Sec 5
adaptive 2.1.9. Sec 5

Primary
block ( deprecated) 2.5.8. Sec 4
diJital group 2.5.8. Sec ..
PCM group A 2.5.3. Sec5
PCM group mu 2.5.4, Sec5

Pleudo
N-ary lignal 2.2.20. See.
tenaary aignal 2.2.19. Sec.

Pulse code 2....2. Sec 5
modulation 2.1.4. Sec 5
adaptive dift'erentiaJ 2.1.8, Sec 5
buic 2.1••, Sec 5
dift'erential 2.1.5. Sec 5
generic 2.1.3. Sec 5

Pulse Itufliog 2.6.1, Sec.
negative 2.6.7. Sec"
po.itlve 2.6.4. Sec 8
poIitive/zerofDegative 2.6.8. See 4

 



Qlahtbe
to 2.3.1, Sec 5

Qlahtbed value 2.3.3 . Sec 5
QIlllluizer 2.3.1, Sec 5
Q1aDtUiDg 2.3.1. Sec 5

adaptive 2.3.9, Sec 5
diatortiOD 2.3.13, Sec 5
uuerva1 2.3.2, Sec 5
law 2.3.6. Sec5
DoUe 2.3 .13. Sec 5
DOD-uniform 2,3.8. Sec 5
uniform 2.3.7. Sec 5

Q!laai bit sequence independence 2.2.24, Sec 4
Quateraary. digital group 2.5.11, Sec 4

R

Radio
lectiOD, digital 2.4.8,Sec 4
IYltem digital 2.4.10, Sec 4

Radio link 2.4.8, Sec I
diaital 2.4 .9. sec 4

Radlopatb, digital (deprecated) 2.4.9, Sec 4
RDF

received lOurceaigDal 2.4.11, Sec I
Redundant

diai'allignal 2.2.18, Sec 4
line code 2.2 .17. Sec 4

Reference
pilot 2.4.2, Sec 2
clock 2.1.10. Sec 3
clock 2.4.2 , Sec 2

group ( etc) 2.4.3, Sec 2
Regenerated IectiOD 2.5.9, Sec I
RegqeratiOD 2.1.14, Sec 4
Regenerative repeater 2.5.9, Sec I
Regenerator 2.1.15, Sec 4

aectiOD 2.5.9, Sec I
Regulated liDe lectioD 2.4.7. Sec 2
RegulariDg pilot 2.4.4, Sec 2
Re-iterate to 2.1.2C, Sec 4
Re-iteratioD 2.1.20, Sec 4
Remotely

controlled repeateritatioD 2.6.4, Sec I
derive<hYDchronUation ligtull 2.3...., Sec 3

Repeater 2.5.1, Sec I
analogue 2.5.2, Sec I '
diatributiOD frame 2.1.8, Sec 2
four-wire 2,5.5, Sec I
regenerative 2.5.3, Sec I
BeCtiOD 2.5.8, Sec I
two-wire 2.5.4. Sec I
Itation 2.6.1. Sec I

Repeatered secrion 2.5.8, Sec I
Retiming 2.1.13. Sec 4
Retum cbanDel 2.4.4. Sec I

8

Sample, to 2.2.2 Sec 5
Sample ( of &lignal ) 2.2.1, Sec 5
Sampling

(or a aipal ) 2.2.2, Sec 5
frequency 2.2.3, Sec 5
Impulle code modulation 2.2, Sec 5
rate 2.2.3, Sec 5

Scramble to ( in digital traDImiaIion) 2.2 2S S 4
Scrambler (.~ digital tranlmillioo ) 2.2.25 Sec:C
Seco~dary digital group 2.5.9, Sec 4 '
Section •

cable 2.5.7 Sec I
digital 2.4.2, Sec 4

line 2.4.5, Sec 4
radio 2.4.8, Sec 4

ft8eaerated 2.5.9, Sec I
regeaerator' 2.5.9, Sec I
regulated line 2.4.7, Sec 2
repeater 2.5.8, Sec I
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Section
repeatered 2.5.8, Sec 1
termination 2.5.6, Sec I

Separation point 2.3 .3, Sec 2
Sequence independence ( in digital traoamiuion) 2.2.23
~4 '

Sequence integrity (in digital traDImbsion) 2.2.21, Sec 4
Serial
. (digital) transmiaaion 2.1.23, Sec ..

to-parallel converter 2.1.25, Sec ..
Serializer 2.1.26 Sec 4
Serviced¥u 2.1.22, Sec 4
Side circwt 2.3.6, Sec I
Sigtull

alrernate mark invenioo 2.2.14, Sec 4
AMI, 2.2.14 Sec 4
analogue 2.1.3 , Sec I
binary 2.1.3 Sec 4
bipolar 2.2.14, Sec 4
bunched frame alignment 2.2.5, Sec 3
cyclic, control 2.1.7, Sec 3

timing 2.1.6, Sec 3
digital 2.1.5. Sec I
discretely-timed 2.1.4, Sec I
element 2.1.1, Sec 4
fr.me aligDment 2.2.4, Sec 3
line 2.4.12. Sec 1
multiframe al ignment 2.2.17, Sec 3
multivalue digital 2.2.6, Sec"
multiplex 2.8.2, Sec I
multiplexed 2.8 .2, Sec I
N-ary 2.1.3 , Sec 4
pilot 2.4.1, Sec 2
pseudo N-ary 2.2.20, Sec 4
pseudo ternary 2.2.19, Sec"
received source 2.4.11, Sec I
reduadane digital 2.2.18, Sec 4
ltandardized digital 2.5.12, Sec"
aychronization 2.3.8, Sec 3

locally-derived 2.3.13. Sec 3
remotely-derived 2.3.14, Sec 3

ternary 2.1.3, Sec"
timing 2.1.5, Sec 3
tratWDitted lOurce 2.4.10, Sec I
uniform multivalue digital 2.2.6, Sec 4
6i tbit/. 2.5.13, Sec 4-

Signalling time...lot 2.2.11, Sec 5
S!gni6cant inatant ( in tranuniuion) 2.1.3, Sec 3
S~le-eDded synchromatioo 2.3.15. Sec 3
Sbp 2.3.9, Sec 4

controlled 2,3.12, Sec 4
frame 2.3 .11, Sec"
OCtet 2.3.10, Sec 4
uncoDtrolled 2,3.13, Sec 4-

Slope overload diatortion 2.3.15, Sec 5
Sound programme channel 2.1.7. Sec 2
Space 2.2.8, Sec 1
Split echo auppre-lOr 2.7.6 Sec I
Standardized •

digital lignal 2.5 .12, Sec"
~~bit/l digitallignal 2.5.13, Sec 4

StatlclZer (deprecated.} 2.1.25 Sec4
Stuff, to 2.6.1, Sec 4-
Stuffable digit tim_lot 2 6 3 Sec 4Stumng •• ,

d
capacity 2.6 .11, Sec 4

igit 2.6.4, Sec 4
iDlCant 2.6.2, Sec"
rate 2.6.9, Sec 4

StumDg rate
maximum 2.6.11, Sec ..
nomitull 2.6.10, Sec 4

Stufting ratio 2.6.12, Sec 4
muimum 2.6.14, Sec 4
minimum 2.11.14, Sec f
Dominal 2.6 .13, Sec 4

~:fBng Benice digit 2.6.5, Sec 4

frame 2.2.14, Sec 3
group 2.2.11, Sec2

"
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Supergroup 2.2.14, Sec 2
modulating equipment 2.2.16, Sec 2
reference pilot 2.4.2, Sec 2
section 2.3.10, Sec 2
traDIlating equipment 2.2.17, Sec 2

Supermastergroup 2.2.23, Sec 2
basic 2.2.24, Sec 2
reference pilot 2.4.6, Sec 2
tranJlatiug equipment 2.2.2.5, Sec 2

Superposed circuit 2.3.5, Sec I
Suppression state ( of an echo suppressor) 2.'.B, Sec 1
Switching control point 2.4.6, Sec 2
Symmetrical binary code 2.4..4, Sec 5
Synchronism 2.1.15, Sec :3
Synchronization 2.1.16, Sec S

signal 2.3.8, Sec 3
node 2.3.10, Sec 3
link 2.3.11, sse s
network 2.3.12, s-es

Synchronized Derworb 2.3, 2.3.1, Sec 3
Synchronous 2.1.15, Sec 3

T

Tertiary digital group 2.5.10, Sec 4
Through-group

filter 2.3.9, Sec 2
connection-point 2.3.10, Sec 2

Timing 2.1, Sec 3
information 2.3,9, See 3
r..covery 2.1-.12, Sec 4

Timl! scal. 2.1.1. Sec 3
Time

interval earror 2.1.11, Sec"
slot ( TS) 2.1.8, Sec 3

Timing signal 2.1.5. Sec 3
cyclic 2.1.6. Sec 3

Transcoder 2.4.10, Sec 5
Tranacoding 2.4.10, Sec 5
Trans1atiug equipment

channel 2.2 .12, Sec 2
group ( etc) 2.2 .18, Sec 2

Transmission 2.1.6, Sec I
analogue 2.1 .7. Sec 1

carrier 2.8.11. Sec I
baseband 2.1•.5, Sec 2
carrier 2.8.10, See I
channel 2.4.2. See 1
digital 2.1.7, See 1
four-wire 2.4.14. See I

30

TranamilSion
line 2.2.2, Sec I

balanced ( deprecated) 2.3.2, Sec 1
unbalanced ( deprecated) 2.3.3, Sec I

link 2.4 .6, Sec I
medium 2.2.1. Sec I
multichannel carrier 2.8.11, See 1
multichannel FDM 2.8.11, See I
multichann..1PCM 2.8.12, See 1
multiplex 2.8.9, Sec 1
puallel 2.1.28, Sec 4
path 2.4.1, See I
serial 2.1.2', Sec 4
system 2.4.9 , Sec I

dig ital 2.4,4, Sec 4
two-wire 2.4.13, Sec I

Transmit, to 2.6.1, Sec I
Transmultiplezer 2..5.5, Sec 5
Trammultiplexing 2.5.5, Sec 5
TS 2.1.8, Sec 3
Two-way 2.1.12, Sec I

wire, circuit 2.4.15, Sec 1
repeater 2.5.4, Sec I
trammission 2.4.13, See I

u
Unbalanced metallic circuit 2.3.3. Sec 1
Unbalanced transmission line ( deprecated) 2.3.3, Sec I
Uncontrolted slip 2.3.13, Sec 4
Un idirectional 2.1.9, Sec I
Uniform

mu1tivalue digital signal 2.2.6, Sec 4
qUlUltizing, 2.3.', Sec 5

Unilateral control 2.3.1', Sec 5
Unoperated stale (ofan echo suppressor) 2.'.', Sec I

v
VF channel 2.1.6, Sec 2
Virtual decision value 2.S.5, Sec 5
Voice-frequency channel 2.1.6, See 2

W

Wander 2.1.10. Sec"
WaveguicH 2.2.6. See 1
Wavelmlllh

derivecf channel 2.8.6. See 1
division multiplexing 2.8.6, See I

WOM
WorlUul ranp ( of a quantizer) 2.3.10. Sec'
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Calcutb 7DlID72

,5111.. Otic. I. 80-.., I. at Nowllf eM.b.,., filMt HHd, ao..,., 4OlIOIJ

Telegrams I Manakaanstha
( Common to all offices )

Telephone

3310131, 3311375

362499

21843,31641

412442,412519,412916

6329295

26348, 26348

384955, 384956

667111

53627

231083

63471, 69832

216876,218292

62305

62104, 62117

25171

62435

t78800

allllS

J

........ at .... I.elia Prtdag ..,.... ICIlurta. India

 


